
Amended and Restated:   Effective DATE:    July 26, 2021
Original Dated for Reference:  July 26, 2019 

FISHERIES RESOURCES RECONCILIATION AGREEMENT 

AMONG: 
Gitxaala Nation 
Metlakatla First Nation 
Gitga’at First Nation 
Kitasoo/Xai’xais First Nation 
Heiltsuk Nation 
Nuxalk Nation 
Wuikinuxv Nation 
Council of Haida Nation 

(each individually, a “Nation”, collectively, the “Nations”) 

AND: 

Great Bear Initiative Society (“GBIS”) 

AND: 
Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada 
as Represented by the Minister of Fisheries, 
Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard  (“Canada”) 

(together collectively, the “Parties”) 

RECITALS: 

A. Canada is committed to a renewed, Nation-to-Nation relationship with Indigenous Peoples,
based on recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and partnership and to implementing
the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) in accordance
with the Canadian Constitution and announced Canada’s Principles in 2017.

B. In the Spirit of Reconciliation between the Nations and Canada, the Parties wish to advance
a more collaborative, coordinated and efficient approach to the governance and
management of Fisheries Resources, including associated economic opportunities.

C. Canada recognizes that meaningful engagement with Indigenous Peoples aims to secure
their free, prior, and informed consent, as identified in the UNDRIP, when Canada proposes
to take actions which impact them and their rights, including their lands, territories and
resources, and has committed to building creative and innovative mechanisms that will help
build deeper collaboration, consensus and new ways of working together.
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D. Existing Aboriginal and treaty rights are recognized and affirmed in section 35(1) of the 
Constitution Act, 1982 and the Courts have clarified that after conservation measures any 
allocation of priorities must give top priority to Aboriginal food, social and ceremonial 
fishing rights. 

E. The Nations rely on fair and ongoing access and continue to pursue priority to the Fisheries 
Resources to sustainably support their way of life, including food security, promoting 
economic opportunities and sharing in the wealth generated from their lands, waters and 
resources. 

F. Recognizing that both Canada and the Nations bring jurisdictions, authorities, limits and 
responsibilities, arising from their respective legal systems, policies and values, the Parties 
are committed to work together collaboratively on a Nation-to-Nation, government-to-
government basis in a cooperative and respectful manner, which aims to make consensus 
decisions and recommendations, and to develop and implement processes and agreements 
that assist in the collaborative governance, management, conservation and use of Fisheries 
Resources. 

G. The Parties recognize that transformative change in the collaborative governance, 
management, conservation and use of Fisheries Resources is required to support 
reconciliation of the relationship between Canada and Indigenous Peoples and the Parties 
intend that this Agreement will support transformative change. 

H. A Reconciliation Framework Agreement for Fisheries Resources was signed by the Parties on 
October 11, 2017, that committed the Parties to a renewed, Nation-to-Nation relationship, 
and to advance negotiations on Fisheries Resources, including collaborative governance and 
new economic opportunities. 

I. Since signing the Reconciliation Framework Agreement for Fisheries Resources, the Parties 
developed and reviewed three concept papers to advance discussions on the following 
subject areas, including: 1) economic access, 2) community based fishery, and, 3) 
collaborative governance.  

J. To reach this Agreement in a timely manner and to promote the Parties’ success in 
implementing this Agreement, the Parties recognize that the implementation of this 
Agreement will occur on an incremental basis. 

K. The Parties remain committed to on-going collaborative stewardship and conservation of 
Fisheries Resources. 

L. The Parties recognize that to promote durable outcomes during the implementation of this 
Agreement, it will be useful for the Parties to engage together, and as appropriate with 
other First Nations, local, regional and provincial agencies and stakeholders. 

M. Canada and the Nations wish to pursue new fishing opportunities in new and emerging 
fisheries, including implementing fisheries for the Nations that are consistent with Canada’s 
New Emerging Fisheries Policy.  
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N. The Parties, except the Council of Haida Nation, first signed this Fisheries Resources 
Reconciliation Agreement dated for reference July 26, 2019, and the Council of Haida Nation 
was added to the Agreement by Addendum dated September 6, 2019.  The Parties wish to 
amend and restate the originally signed Agreement with this Agreement. 

NOW THEREFORE THIS AGREEMENT WITNESSES THAT in consideration of the mutual premises in 
this Agreement and for other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency of which is hereby 
acknowledged by the Parties, the Parties agree as follows:  

1. Definitions: 

Capitalized terms in this Agreement are defined as follows unless otherwise indicated 
explicitly, by context or otherwise: 

“Agreement” means this Fisheries Resources Reconciliation Agreement. 

“Agreed Trust Terms” means those terms set out in section 9(g) that are to be included in 
the Trust Indenture. 

“Allocation Transfer Program” is a DFO program whose purpose is to support fisheries-
based economic development for First Nations groups in coastal communities by providing 
opportunities to get more involved in the commercial fishing industry. 

“Canada’s Principles” means Canada’s Principles Respecting the Government of Canada’s 
Relationship with Indigenous Peoples set out in Appendix A to this Agreement. 

“Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership” means the limited partnership represented 
by its general partner, Coastal Nations Fisheries (GP) Inc., and all related entities, structures, 
subsidiary limited partnerships or other corporate vehicles and processes, and any lawful 
successor organizations created by the Nations to pursue the Community Based Fisheries 
and Commercial Fishing Opportunities enabled by this Agreement and the Trust. 

“Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule” means Schedule A to this 
Agreement as described in section 8. 

“Commercial Fishing Enterprises” means a commercial fishing business that is owned and 
operated by one or more of the Nations, established as a legal entity (e.g., incorporated 
under the BC Business Corporations Act or established under the BC Partnership Act) and is 
guided by a comprehensive and strategic business and training plan which clearly outlines 
the business governance structure, business management, administration, and operational 
practices and procedures, long-term planning, human resource and fisheries training plan; 
and includes the Central Coast Community Fishing Enterprise Limited Partnership, the North 
Coast Community Fishing Enterprise Limited Partnership, Haida Wild Limited Partnership, 
and any other legal entity owned by one or more of the Nations.  

“Community Based Fisheries” means those fisheries described in section 11. 
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“Community Based Fisheries Schedule” means Schedule B to this Agreement as described 
in section 11(c).  

“Commercial Fishing Opportunities” means the commercial fishing opportunities promoted 
by this Agreement and as described in section 12 (e).    

“Fisheries and Ocean Canada (DFO)” means Canada’s department of fisheries and oceans. 

“Directions to Pay” are the irrevocable directions from each Nation that include the 
directions described sections 11(e) and 12(e)(iv). 

“Ecosystem-Based Management (EBM)” is an adaptive approach to managing human 
activities that seeks to ensure the coexistence of healthy, fully functioning ecosystems and 
human communities. The intent is to maintain those spatial and temporal characteristics of 
ecosystems such that component species and ecological processes can be sustained and 
human well-being supported and improved.  

“Fish” includes (a) parts of fish, (b) shellfish, crustaceans, marine animals and any parts of 
shellfish, crustaceans or marine animals, and (c) the eggs, sperm, spawn, larvae, spat and 
juvenile stages of fish, shellfish, crustaceans and marine animals.  

“Fishery or Fisheries” includes the area, locality, place or station in or on which a pound, 
seine, net, weir or other fishing appliance is used, set, placed or located, and the area, tract 
or stretch of water in or from which Fish may be taken by the said pound, seine, net, weir or 
other fishing appliance, and also the pound, seine, net, weir, or other fishing appliance used 
in connection therewith.  

“Fish Habitat” means spawning grounds and any other areas, including nursery, rearing, 
food supply and migration areas, on which Fish depend directly or indirectly in order to 
carry out their life processes.  

“Fisheries Resources” are the Fish, Fisheries and Fish Habitats, including all aquatic 
resources and ecosystems, within the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii.  

“Integrated Fisheries Management Plan (IFMP)”  means a DFO management plan that is 
developed to describe and manage the fisheries of a particular specie(s) in a given DFO 
region. 

“North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii” means the areas of the Pacific Northwest 
Coasts of British Columbia where Fisheries Resources are located as generally illustrated in 
the map attached as Appendix B to this Agreement.  

“Pacific Integrated Commercial Fisheries Initiative or PICFI” means the DFO grants and 
contribution program initially launched in 2007 to assist eligible First Nations to develop 
commercial fisheries capacity and increase access to commercial fishing in the Pacific 
Region. In Budget 2017, PICFI was permanently renewed and continues to provide support 
for the self-sustainable development of Indigenous owned Commercial Fishing Enterprises 
that currently participate in the program.  
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“Precautionary Approach” means in fisheries management being cautious when scientific 
information is uncertain, unreliable or inadequate and not using the absence of adequate 
scientific information as a reason to postpone or fail to take action to avoid serious harm to 
a resource. 

“Stewardship Payments” means the payments described in section 8(d). 

“Sub-Regional Management Council” means each of the three sub-regional management 
bodies created by the Nations of each sub-region for the purposes of implementing the 
Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.  

“Term” has the meaning set out in section 15(a) 

“Trust” means the Coastal Nations Fisheries Trust (2021) described in section 9. 

“Trust Indenture” is the indenture finalized by the Nations that establishes the Trust. 

“Trust Objectives” has the meaning set out in section 9(f) 

“UNDRIP” means the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, GA 
Res 295, UNGAOR, 61st Sess, Supp No 49, UN Doc A/Res/91/295, 46 ILM 1013 (2007). 

2. Interpretation 

(a) The Parties agree that this Agreement: 

(i) is made without prejudice to the positions taken by any of the Parties with 
respect to Aboriginal or Treaty rights; 

(ii) does not define, determine, create, recognize, deny, amend or extinguish, 
abrogate or derogate from any rights of any Party, including but not limited 
to any Aboriginal rights or title, or treaty rights, within the meaning of 
sections 25 and 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982; 

(iii) does not define the existence, nature or scope of Aboriginal or Treaty rights 
of each of the Nations, or Crown rights or title; 

(iv) does not diminish or modify the Crown’s constitutional obligations to each 
of the Nations, including the duty to consult and accommodate; 

(v) is not a land claims agreement or Treaty within the meaning of section 25 or 
section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982; 

(vi) does not affect, recognize, or provide any Aboriginal or Treaty rights of any 
Indigenous Peoples, including each of the Nations;  

(vii) does not oblige any Party to act in a manner inconsistent with their 
constitutional or lawful jurisdiction or authority, including their laws, 
customs and traditions; 
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(viii) does not alter or affect the legal status of lands and resources or the existing 
authorities of the Parties with respect to lands, resources and governance; 
and 

(ix) does not affect, create or unlawfully interfere with any constitutional or 
lawful authority or fetter the decision-making authorities or discretion of any 
Party. 

(b) Neither this Agreement, nor any acts performed in connection with it, are to be 
used, construed or relied on by anyone as evidence, acceptance or admission of the 
existence, nature, scope or content of any treaty or Aboriginal rights or title and 
Crown rights or title.   

(c) In this Agreement, “including” means “including, but not limited to” and “include” 
means “include,  but are not limited to”. 

(d) Wherever the singular or masculine is used in this Agreement, it will be deemed to 
include the plural and feminine, where the context so requires. 

(e) A reference to a body or official includes a reference to the body or official which 
replaces it or which substantially succeeds to its powers or functions. 

(f) A reference to any Party includes that Party’s legal successors and permitted 
assigns.  

(g) A reference to an agreement or document (including a reference to this Agreement) 
is to the agreement or document as amended, varied, supplemented or replaced 
except to the extent prohibited by this Agreement or that other agreement or 
document. 

(h) The headings and sub-headings within this Agreement are for convenience only, do 
not form a substantive part of this Agreement and are not to be used to define, 
limit, alter or enlarge the scope or meaning of any other provision of this 
Agreement. 

(i) The Appendices to this Agreement are: 

(i) Appendix A:   Canada’s Principles; and 

(ii) Appendix B:  Map of North Coast, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii. 

(j) The Schedules to this Agreement are: 

(i) Schedule A:  Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule; and 

(ii) Schedule B:  Community Based Fisheries Schedule. 
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The Schedules have been developed and finalized as of the date of this 
Amended and Restated Agreement. The Schedules were informed by the 
collaborative work completed since the Fisheries Reconciliation Framework, 
including the concept papers. Among many other things, when 
implementing the Schedules the Parties will consider and put into place any 
required information sharing agreements and protocols.  The Nations have 
provided to Canada the constating documents for the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership and the Trust,  and will provide Canada with 
advance notice of any change in the limited partners of the Limited 
Partnership or shareholders of its general partner. 

3. Purpose 

(a) The Parties agree that this Agreement is intended to: 

(i) facilitate and advance reconciliation related to Fisheries Resources between 
Canada and the Nations;  

(ii) develop and implement effective nation-to-nation relationships in the 
planning, management, monitoring and maintenance of healthy Fisheries 
Resources; 

(iii) enhance and enable collaborative governance and management for the 
sustainable use of Fisheries Resources by this and future generations; 

(iv) promote economic opportunities for the Nations in relation to Fisheries 
Resources that align with the principles and approaches of Ecosystem-Based 
Management;  

(v) promote predictability and stability in the management of Fisheries 
Resources; 

(vi) promote opportunities to build capacity of the Nations in the areas of 
economic development, collaborative governance and management and 
stewardship of Fisheries Resources and Ecosystem-Based Management; and 

(vii) enhance the development of healthy, self-reliant and sustainable 
communities of the Nations. 

4. Principles 

(a) The Parties commit to work together on a Nation-to-Nation, government-to-
government basis in a manner that:  

(i) respects conservation and sustainable development of Fisheries Resources 
using an Ecosystem-Based Management and Precautionary Approach to 
management;  
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(ii) supports good management practices and economically sound business 
planning and expanded economic opportunities that contribute to 
sustainable communities of the Nations; 

(iii) acknowledges the Nations' perspectives on the cultural significance, spiritual 
affiliation and past, present and future importance and reliance on Fisheries 
Resources; 

(iv) acknowledges the laws, customs and traditions of the Nations in respect of 
Fisheries Resources and acknowledges the decision-making responsibilities 
of the Parties, within their respective authorities; 

(v) promotes effective relationships amongst the Nations and with Canada in a 
spirit of reconciliation and mutual respect; 

(vi) demonstrates a commitment to positive outcomes that will support stability 
and predictability in regard to Fisheries Resources; and 

(vii) recognizes the need to involve other First Nations, local regional and 
provincial agencies and stakeholders in Fisheries Resources planning and 
management activities that affect them. 

(b) In addition to the principles set out in section 4(a) above, Canada commits to be 
guided by Canada’s Principles in the implementation of this Agreement. 

(c) Conservation will be first priority in all Fisheries Resource decisions. After 
conservation, any allocation of priorities will give top priority to food, social and 
ceremonial fisheries. 

5. Shared Objectives 

(a) The shared objectives of the Parties in the conclusion and implementation of this 
Agreement are consistent with Canada’s Principles, and include the following: 

(i) Develop and enhance collaborative governance and management of 
Fisheries Resources as described in section 8 below and in the Collaborative 
Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule; 

(ii) Build healthy communities through new models of fisheries as described in 
sections 9, 10, 11 and 12 below, including for the Community Based 
Fisheries and the Commercial Fishing Opportunities; and 

(iii) Review and develop policy reforms to promote the Fisheries as described in 
section 10(d) below, including for the Community Based Fisheries and the 
Commercial Fishing Opportunities. 
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6. GBIS Role and Responsibilities 

(a) GBIS, a society created to assist its member nations to form coast-wide alliances, 
including to promote and facilitate conservation-based governance and economic 
strategies in fisheries, agrees to support the Nations, and the Nations hereby 
confirm the mandate of GBIS to assist the Nations in the implementation of this 
Agreement, including by: 

(i) Providing communication, coordination and administration capacity in the 
implementation of this Agreement; 

(ii) Liaising with Canada on policies and fisheries reform;  

(iii) Assisting the Nations and their Sub-Regional Management Councils and 
Canada to finalize and implement the Collaborative Fisheries Resources 
Governance Schedule; 

(iv) If required under this Agreement working with Canada's Pacific Integrated 
Commercial Fisheries Initiative (PICFI) business development team and the 
PICFI third party evaluator; 

(v) Assisting the Nations to establish the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited 
Partnership to undertake the activities generally described in sections 11 and 
12 below;  

(vi) Assisting the Nations to develop the Community Based Fisheries; 

(vii) Assisting the Nations to establish the Trust to undertake the activities 
generally described in section 9 below; 

(viii) Assisting the Nations to complete funding agreements required by the 
Parties from time-to-time; and 

(ix) Other matters as agreed to among the Nations. 

7. Agreement Oversight/Governance Structure 

(a) An Executive Committee, consisting of the Assistant Deputy Minister or the Director 
General of Reconciliation and Partnership Branch of DFO, the Assistant Deputy 
Minister or the Director General of Crown-Indigenous Relations and Northern Affairs 
Canada (CIRNAC), as required, the Regional Director General of DFO and senior 
representatives of the Nations will meet on a schedule as agreed to by the Parties. 

(b) The Steering Committee will have representatives mandated by the Nations and 
Canada,  and will oversee the implementation of this Agreement. 
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(c) During implementation of the Schedules, the Parties will review the governance 
structure for this Agreement and may revise the governance structure through a 
letter of understanding between the Parties. 

(d) Working groups will be established by the Steering Committee on an as needed 
basis. 

(e) The Steering Committee will: 

(i) Meet on the request of any Party, and meet regularly and as often as 
required to oversee the implementation of this Agreement; 

(ii) Work together to promote the successful implementation of this Agreement 
by the Parties throughout the Term, including responding in a timely manner 
to unexpected outcomes and situations; and 

(iii) Oversee the completion of the reviews for the Parties as described in section 
17 below. 

(f) For greater certainty, the Steering Committee is not responsible for the 
implementation of the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, the 
Trust, or the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership. 

(g) Until such time as the Nations determine, the Nations' representatives within this 
governance structure will be informed by a community reference team consisting of 
at least one mandated representative from each Nation. 

8. Fisheries Resources Management: Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule 

(a) The Nations and Canada hereby establish a collaborative governance and 
management structure and structured decision-making processes for the 
governance and management of Fisheries Resources (the “Collaborative Fisheries 
Resources Governance Schedule”), which is attached as Schedule A to this 
Agreement.    

(b) The collaborative governance and management structures and processes in the 
Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule are based on the principles 
of good governance, sustainability, Ecosystem-Based Management and the 
Precautionary Approach, and respect and acknowledge the decision-making roles 
and responsibilities of Canada and the Nations. The Schedule provides options for 
including other First Nations and stakeholder meaningful engagement, and include 
sound approaches to fisheries science, Indigenous knowledge and customs, 
management, monitoring, enforcement, and related planning processes.  

(c) As set out in Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, and subject to 
section 16(a), Canada commits to negotiate funding agreements, as required, for the 
implementation of the collaborative governance and management structures and 
processes.   
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(d) Contemporaneously with the creation of the Trust and/or the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership, each of the Nations will provide or cause to be 
provided a Direction to Pay effective for the Term. That Direction to Pay will confirm 
that during the Term, a minimum of 15% of the annual profits of the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership will be paid on behalf of the Nations for the purposes 
of implementing the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Stewardship Payments”).   

(e) On the terms and conditions set out in the Collaborative Fisheries Resources 
Governance Schedule, the Parties agree that the Stewardship Payments paid on 
behalf of the Nations pursuant to section 8(d) will offset the amount paid by Canada 
pursuant to funding agreements referred to in section 16(b)(iii) of this Agreement, 
up to a maximum of an equal share between the payments made under section 8(d) 
and section 16(b)(iii). 

(f) The Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule includes the following: 

(i) Details of the roles and responsibilities within the collaborative governance 
structure, including terms of reference, and a dispute resolution process;  

(ii) Details of the governance and management structure and structured 
decision-making processes for governance and management of Fisheries 
Resources at the sub-regional scale as appropriate (Central Coast, North 
Coast or Haida Gwaii); 

(iii) The Nations’ and Canada’s agreement to collaboratively develop, finalize 
and implement fisheries management and conservation plans for the 
Fisheries Resources;  

(iv) Development of agreements to support a greater role for the Nations’ 
guardian and watchmen in fisheries monitoring and enforcement activities; 

(v) An agreed upon timeline for development and implementation of 
governance and management processes and arrangements for each species 
so as to provide for the incremental implementation of the Collaborative 
Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule; 

(vi) Process for meaningful engagement with other First Nations and 
stakeholders; 

(vii) Approaches to advance the Nations’ involvement in monitoring and 
enforcement; and 

(viii) Transition plans and implementation timeframes. 

(g) In the circumstance where Canada and a Nation have entered into a bilateral 
agreement, including Treaty, treaty arrangements and reconciliation agreements, 
related to collaborative governance and management, it is understood that through 
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the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, Fisheries Resources 
management decisions reached under such bilateral agreement will be respected. 

(h) The Parties will pursue productive ways to engage other First Nations and 
stakeholders so as to enhance processes and other engagement mechanisms for 
collaborative governance and management of Fisheries Resources. 

9. Economic Opportunities: Coastal Nations Fisheries Trust (2021) 

(a) The Nations agree to make best efforts to finalize, and subject to confirmation by 
Canada of the appropriation of funds, confirm by resolutions the establishment of 
the Trust on or before August 30, 2021 that, among other things, includes the terms 
and conditions described in this section. 

(b) The beneficiaries of the Trust will be the Nations, and any other First Nation 
beneficiary agreed to by the Nations on terms and conditions set out in the Trust 
Indenture.   

(c) The Nations may create and use a charitable foundation or other legal entity as a 
beneficiary of the Trust to assist in the implementation of the Trust and this 
Agreement.  

(d) The funds provided by Canada to the Trust are intended to support each of the 
Nations’ participation in the Community Based Fisheries and Commercial Fishing 
Opportunities, including obtaining, relinquishment, sale, management and use of 
fishing licences, fishing quotas, fishing vessels, fishing gear, and related capital and 
working infrastructure, including required operations, management and 
administrative support. 

(e) Any income of the Trust on the capital provided to the Trust by Canada pursuant to 
section 16(b)(i) may be used to support each of the Nations’ participation in the 
governance and management of Fisheries Resources, the Community Based 
Fisheries and Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including obtaining, 
relinquishment, sale, management and use of fishing licences, fishing quotas, fishing 
vessels, fishing gear, fish processing facilities, aquaculture, and related activities, 
capital and working infrastructure, including required operations, management and 
administrative support.  

(f) In a manner consistent with this Agreement and the Trust Indenture, the Trust will 
be used to support the Nations, individually and collectively: 

(i) in the governance, management, conservation, protection, restoration and 
stewardship of the Fisheries Resources, including the Collaborative Fisheries 
Resources Governance Schedule;   
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(ii) in the Community Based Fisheries and the Commercial Fishing 
Opportunities, including those objectives set out in sections 9 (d), and 9 (e); 
and 

(iii) all required operations, management and administrative support. 

(the “Trust Objectives”). 

(g) The Nations agree to establish the Trust, and unless otherwise agreed by the Parties 
include in the Trust Indenture the following terms:  

(i) during the Term of this Agreement or the life of the Trust (which ever is 
shorter) all of the property of the Trust dispensed by the Trustees pursuant 
to the Trust Indenture will be used by the beneficiaries of the Trust for 
pursuing the Trust Objectives,  

(ii) no property of the Trust shall be distributed as direct payments to members 
of the Nations or otherwise expended for per capita distributions other than 
expenditures made for programs, training, scholarships, bursaries, or other 
similar initiatives available to a group or class of eligible recipients; 

(iii) a qualified investment manager shall be engaged by the Trustees and the 
property of the Trust shall be invested in accordance with the investment 
policy to be established, maintained and replaced from time-to-time, all as 
contemplated by the Trust Indenture; and 

(iv) a qualified auditor is to be engaged by the Trustees and annual audits of the 
Trust and the use of funds distributed to beneficiaries from the Trust are to 
be completed each year, all as contemplated by the Trust Indenture. 

(the “Agreed Trust Terms”). 

(h) The Nations will use reasonable efforts at all times after the settlement of the Trust 
to ensure that the terms and conditions of the Trust, and any permitted successor 
Trusts or entities, include in all material respects the same as the Agreed Trust 
Terms, subject to such changes as are permitted by the terms of the Trust Indenture 
or such successor trusts, or as may be required and agreed to by the Parties to 
comply with applicable legal requirements. 

(i) The Trust Indenture will provide for: 

(i) an annual process for the submission, review and dispersal of monies to and 
from the Trust for financial support of Trust Objectives; and 

(ii) audited annual financial statements of the Trust will be provided to each of 
the Nations, as beneficiaries. 
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(j) Each of the Nations will use or cause to be used any distributions, investments or 
other payments received by them or paid on their behalf from the Trust in a manner 
consistent with the Trust Indenture. 

(k) Subject to the Nations establishing the Trust as described in section 9(a) and subject 
to the final appropriation of funds by Parliament and Canada’s funding policies, 
directives and processes, including any required approvals by the Treasury Board of 
Canada, Canada has committed to make a full lump sum payment to the Trust on 
behalf of the Nations , and will make such payment as soon as possible and no later 
than sixty (60) days after the date of execution of this Agreement,  and may from 
time-to-time, under the terms and conditions of DFO’s Integrated Aboriginal 
Contribution Management Framework or other applicable policy, contribute 
additional monies to the Trust. 

(l) The Nations confirm that the Trust Indenture provides for:  

(i) Canada receiving not less than 60 days written notice of any proposed 
amendments to the terms of the Trust; and 

(ii) no amendments to the Agreed Trust Terms during the life of the Trust or 
Term of this Agreement, whichever is shorter. 

(m) Neither Canada nor GBIS will have any liability whatsoever to the Nations or any 
member of the Nations for: 

(i) the settlement or performance of the Trust; 

(ii) the selection, appointment or activities of any of the Trustees, investment 
managers or any other person involved in the receipt, investment, 
allocation, distribution or reporting of the monies from the Trust; or 

(iii) the use to which monies from the Trust are put to (except if GBIS received 
money from the Trust) or reporting in respect thereto. 

(n) The Parties agree that any fees, costs or expenses related to or in connection with 
the settlement and continued operation of the Trust, including those of the Trustees 
as well as any investment managers or auditors, may be paid, from time to time, 
from the Trust, but in any event shall be at no cost to Canada or GBIS. 

10. Economic Opportunities: 

(a) One objective of this Agreement is to create and facilitate increased access of the 
Nations to the Community Based Fisheries and the Commercial Fishing 
Opportunities (the “Economic Opportunities”). 

(b) In order to achieve these Economic Opportunities, the Parties agree that monies 
appropriated by Canada and settled in the Trust pursuant to section 16(b)(i) will be 
used in the manner described in section 9(d).  
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(c) In order to support these Economic Opportunities, the Nations also commit to use 
the income of the Trust on the monies paid by Canada to the Trust for the Economic 
Opportunities, and the profits of the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership, 
during the Term of this Agreement, or the life of the Trust, whichever is shorter, to 
support the Trust Objectives. 

(d) In order to achieve these Economic Opportunities , the Parties agree to use best 
efforts to advance and implement reforms to Canada’s existing policy frameworks 
for the licensing, regulation, access and management of fisheries to facilitate the 
Community Based Fisheries and Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including 
reforms similar to those implemented by Canada for PICFI for the Commercial 
Fishing Enterprises. The Parties will consider and implement reforms enabling the 
use of Allocation Transfer Payments (ATP) and PICFI licences under similar 
conditions as the Community Based Fisheries, including consideration of how these 
reforms may enable treaty arrangements and reconciliation agreements between a 
Nation and Canada. 

11. Economic Opportunities: Community Based Fishery 

(a) The Parties agree to promote and support the development and implementation of 
Community Based Fisheries within the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii for 
the use and benefit of each of the Nations. 

(b) The goals of the Community Based Fisheries are: 

(i) to support the well-being of each Nation by encouraging fishing vessel 
ownership and participation in commercial and food, social and ceremonial 
fisheries under conditions that support successful, affordable access to 
commercial fishing opportunities and sustainable use, enjoyment and 
stewardship of the marine waters and resources;  

(ii) the generation of employment, contracting and other jobs and income for 
the Nations, and the members of the Nations, from commercial fishing in the 
North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii using a graduated range of fishing 
vessel sizes and capacity building systems that provide financing and 
business training; and 

(iii) the use of an incremental approach to commercial fishing that provides the 
Nations, and the members of the Nations, with opportunities through the 
Community Based Fisheries to run successful fishing operations that may 
support a transition from the Community Based Fisheries to the coast wide 
commercial fishery, including those available through the Commercial 
Fishing Opportunities.  

(c) The Parties agree to the Community Based Fisheries Schedule, attached as Schedule 
B to this Agreement, which includes the regulatory and policy framework that 
supports the Community Based Fisheries. The Community Based Fisheries Schedule 
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will include: monitoring and catch reporting, the principles of conservation, 
stewardship and safety, support fishing by preferred means, and will provide 
opportunities for participants to transition into the coast wide commercial fishery.  

(d) The Community Based Fisheries is generally described in sections 11(a), (b) and (c) 
and in Schedule B, and includes provisions for: 

(i) access by the Nations to a maximum of 33.3 % share of the capital provided 
by Canada to the Trust for the fishing licences and fishing quotas, which 
licences and quotas will be held by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited 
Partnership; 

(ii) access by the Nations to a maximum 60% share of the capital provided by 
Canada to the Trust for fishing vessels and gear, which vessels and gear will 
be implemented by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; and 

(iii) the use of designations issued by a Nation for preferred means of fishing its 
Community Based Fisheries, that may include conditions related to: 

(A) maximum quota; 

(B) acceptable gear; 

(C) fishing area by species; 

(D) catch monitoring and reporting; 

(E) dual Fishing conditions; 

(F) time frames per species; and 

(G) designated landing sites. 

(iv) Any other conditions or restrictions required for conservation and 
management of the fishery; and  

(v) Operates in accordance with agreed upon principles.  

(e) Contemporaneously with the settlement of the Trust, the Nations will provide to the 
Trust a Direction to Pay that confirms each Nation’s direction that: 

(i) a maximum of 33.3% of all capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing 
licences and fishing quotas; 

(ii) a maximum of 60% share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for 
fishing vessels and gear; and  

(iii) income on the aggregate capital set out in section 11 (e)(i) and (ii), during 
the Term of this Agreement or the life of the Trust (which ever is shorter)  
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will be paid in support of Community Based Fisheries. 

12. Economic Opportunities: Commercial Fishing Opportunities 

(a) The Parties agree to promote and support the development and implementation of 
Commercial Fishing Opportunities for the use and benefit of the Nations. 

(b) As described below, it is intended that this Agreement, including the settlement and 
implementation of the Trust and the creation and operation of the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership, will achieve significant and incremental access to 
Commercial Fishing Opportunities for the Nations during the Term.  

(c) Each of the Nations covenant and agree to establish the Coastal Nations Fisheries 
Limited Partnership as the corporate vehicle to amongst other things pursue the 
Trust Objectives. 

(d) Amongst other purposes and responsibilities, the Nations each covenant and agree 
that the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership will have the following 
purposes and responsibilities: 

(i) implementation and management of Commercial Fishing Opportunities 
realized for the Nations from this Agreement and the Trust;  

(ii) establishment of a Board of Directors of its general partner with the 
requisite skills and accountability; 

(iii) require the general partner to develop, refine and implement strategic plans 
for the Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including acquisitions and 
investments, which plan will be provided to the Trust; 

(iv) require the general partner to prepare, finalize and administer annual 
budgets in a manner consistent with strategic plans, including business 
administration and operations, which will be provided to the Trust; 

(v) obtain and administer fishing licences and purchase, hold, sell and lease 
fishing assets, including such things as fishing quota, vessels and equipment; 

(vi) development of processes and engagements related to Community Based 
Fisheries, including liaising with the Commercial Fishing Enterprises 
regarding business opportunities, licences, leases, quota and other requests 
in support of the Community Based Fisheries; 

(vii) administer monies received from the Trust consistent with the Directions to 
Pay; and 

(viii) forward or cause to be forwarded the Stewardship Payments as directed by 
the Nations and pursuant to this Agreement, including to GBIS, the Sub-
regional Management Councils or the Nations. 
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(e) The Commercial Fishing Opportunities provided pursuant to this Agreement will: 

(i) rely on the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership as the corporate 
vehicle to facilitate commercial fishing by the Nations and their members 
pursuant to this Agreement and the Trust;  

(ii) rely on the obtaining of fishing licences and quotas by the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership from time to time during the Term of this 
Agreement, through the voluntary relinquishment of licences and quotas for 
agreed upon consideration or access to licence opportunities for new 
fisheries; 

(iii) rely on: 

(A) a minimum of a 66.7% share of the capital provided by Canada to the 
Trust for the licences and quotas, which licences and quotas will be 
held by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; 

(B) a minimum of a 40% share of the capital provided by Canada to the 
Trust for fishing vessels and gear, which vessels and gear will be 
implemented by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; 
and 

(C) income on the aggregate capital set out in sections 12 (e) 11(e)(i) and 
11(e)(ii). 

(iv) after the payment of the annual Stewardship Payment, and in the manner 
set out in the Directions to Pay, rely on the profits generated by the Coastal 
Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership being reinvested in the Trust or the 
Coastal Nations Limited Partnership during the Term of this Agreement, and 
used to support the Commercial Fishing Opportunities, the Community 
Based Fisheries and the Nations’ implementation of the Collaborative 
Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule; and 

(v) rely upon the Parties efforts to support policy reforms as detailed in section 
10(d) above. 

(f) Contemporaneously with the settlement of the Trust, the Nations will provide to the 
Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership an irrevocable Direction 
to Pay. In addition to that set out in section 8(d), such Direction to Pay will, amongst 
other things, confirm each Nation’s agreement that during the Term of this 
Agreement or the life of the Trust (whichever is shorter), a minimum of 66.7% of the 
capital provided by Canada to the Trust for licences and quotas , and a minimum of 
40% of the share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing vessels 
and gear,  and any income on that capital in the Trust, will be paid to the Coastal 
Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership for the purposes of the Commercial Fishing 
Opportunities.  
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(g) The Nations will, as required, use the associated business development team and 
other business planning services offered by the Commercial Fishing Enterprises of 
PICFI and will continue to be eligible for PICFI administrative funds for a minimum of 
10 years; however, as a result of this Agreement, the Nations will no longer be 
eligible for funding for new licences, vessels and gear under PICFI.  

13. Dispute Resolution  

(a) The Parties agree and acknowledge that unaddressed and unresolved issues or 
disputes arising under this Agreement will harm the goals of reconciliation and 
respect that are foundational to the implementation of this Agreement. Wherever 
possible the Parties will make best efforts to understand and resolve issues, disputes 
or conflicts in a timely manner through the Steering Committee. 

(b) Failing resolution through the efforts set out in section 13 (a), the Steering 
Committee will use the assistance of the Executive Committee to assist in the timely 
resolution of disputes arising under this Agreement.   

(c) The Steering Committee or the Executive Committee may from time to time agree 
to use the assistance of external advisors or facilitators, mediators or other dispute 
resolution experts or processes. This option could include cultural appropriate 
mechanisms and venues for holding meetings that aim to meet as soon as 
practicable and contribute to the timely resolution of a dispute. Prior to the 
meeting, the Parties will exchange in writing a full description of the dispute, with 
their respective concerns and proposed specific actions that could be taken to 
address the dispute.  

14. Treaty and other Agreements  

(a) Where a Nation and Canada enters into negotiations of a Treaty, treaty 
arrangement, or other agreement related to the commercial component of Fisheries 
Resources, the benefits, risks and opportunities obtained by or on behalf of that 
Nation under this Agreement, including the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries 
Limited Partnership, will be considered in the conclusion of any treaty or treaty 
arrangements or other agreement related to Fisheries Resources. 

(b) Any Nation may stay in this Agreement, including the Trust and the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership, and enter into a Treaty, treaty arrangements or other 
agreement with Canada related to Fisheries Resources. That Treaty, treaty 
arrangement or other agreement may include provisions related to food, social and 
ceremonial fisheries, long term harvesting agreements and any other matters 
mutually agreed upon.   

(c) Any Nation who obtains a Court declaration of aboriginal title or right to fish, that 
includes a commercial component to Fisheries Resources, or ratifies a Treaty, treaty 
arrangement or other agreement with Canada related to the commercial 
component of Fisheries Resources may terminate its participation under this 
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Agreement, the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership 
pursuant to this section  if the Treaty, or treaty arrangement or other agreement 
includes, among other things, provisions for obtaining commercial leases, licences, 
quotas, vessels, or gear for the use and benefit of that Nation.  A termination under 
this section requires that the Nation also meet the requirements of sections 15(b), 
(c), and (d). 

(d) In the event a Nation elects the termination under section 14(c) , the Nations agree 
that Canada may serve a Demand for Payment on the Trust or Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership in the amount which is the lesser of:   

(i) the amount nominally allocated by the Nations for the departing Nation 
from the monies paid by Canada to the Trust as described in section 16 (b) 
(i); or 

(ii) the amount provided to the departing Nation in the Treaty, treaty 
arrangement or agreement for obtaining commercial leases, licences, 
quotas, vessels, or gear.   

(e) Upon receipt of the Demand for Payment pursuant to section 14(d), the Nations will 
authorize and direct the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership and the 
trustees of the Trust to negotiate in good faith with Canada the terms and 
conditions for the payment described in section 14(d) from:  

(i) the transfer of commercial leases, licences, quotas, vessels, or gear held on 
behalf of that Nation’s Community Based Fishery; and  

(ii) if required, the payment of monies to or on behalf of Canada from the 
Limited Partnership or the Trust, as appropriate.  

on the condition that the assets, business interests, or monies held by or on behalf 
of the remaining Nations in the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership and 
the Trust are not materially harmed and that the payment is made in a manner 
consistent with any applicable agreements among the Nations. 

(f) For greater certainty, the election under section 14 (c) does not prevent a Nation 
from continuing to participate as a Party to the Collaborative Fisheries Resources 
Governance Schedule. 

(g) The Parties acknowledge that if Canada and another First Nation have entered into a 
treaty or land claims agreement within the meaning of section 35 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982, or other agreement or constructive arrangement as referred to in 
Principles 5 and 9 of Appendix A to this Agreement, Canada will comply with that 
treaty, agreement or constructive arrangement when implementing this Agreement. 
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15. Term and Termination 

(a) This Agreement comes into effect upon its execution by all Parties and unless 
otherwise agreed by the Parties, remains in place until July 30, 2041  (the “Term”). 
Once the Term of this Agreement has expired, the Nations may dissolve the Trust 
and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership without any notice to Canada. 
At any time prior to the expiration of the Term, the Nations may dissolve the Trust 
on notice to Canada once the monies paid by Canada to the Trust as described in 
section 16(b)(i) have been used in a manner described in this Agreement and 
pursuant to the Trust Indenture.   

(b) Notwithstanding section 14(c) any Nation may, by resolution of its Chief and Council 
or other governing authority, terminate its participation in this Agreement by giving 
one year notice in writing to all Parties. On or before serving such written notice, the 
Nation will provide all the Parties with a written explanation of its concerns or 
disputes, and the Parties will make reasonable efforts to engage in dispute 
resolution mechanisms recommended by the Steering Committee as contemplated 
in section 13 of this Agreement.  

(c) Upon receipt of a notice pursuant to section 15(b), all Parties will use at least the 
first 6 months to understand the concerns raised by that Nation, gather any 
necessary information, and make best efforts to resolve the concerns or disputes.   

(d) A termination under section 14(c) or section 15 (b) will include that Nation’s 
voluntary withdrawal or cancelation of all Economic Opportunities held by or on 
behalf of the Nation or its corporate entities under this Agreement, the Trust or the 
Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership, including the: 

(i) return of any leases, licences, or quotas issued in support of the Community 
Based Fishery and the Commercial Fishing Opportunities; 

(ii) cancellation of all existing and future benefits under the Trust and the 
Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; and 

(iii) repayment of any outstanding loans or unused grants issued to that Nation 
or its corporate entities pursuant to the Economic Opportunities. 

(e) At any time prior to the settlement of the Trust and the payment of monies into the 
Trust by Canada pursuant to section 16(b)(i), any Nation may, by resolution of its 
Chief and Council or other governing authority, terminate its participation in this 
Agreement, the Trust and the Limited Partnership, by giving 30 days notice in 
writing to all Parties. A termination pursuant to this section is without prejudice to 
any future Treaty, treaty arrangement or other agreement related to Fisheries 
Resources between that Nation and Canada. Upon receipt of such notice of 
termination, Canada may reduce the amount to be paid to the Trust under section 
16(b)(i) by the amount nominally allocated by the Nations for the departing Nation. 
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(f) Canada may terminate this Agreement by providing one year advance written notice 
to the other Parties, setting out the reasons for the termination and the date on 
which the termination takes effect. On serving such written notice, DFO will provide 
all the Parties with a written explanation of its concerns or disputes, and the Parties 
will make reasonable efforts to engage in dispute resolution mechanisms 
recommended by the Steering Committee as contemplated in section 13 (b) and (c) 
of this Agreement.   

(g) For greater certainty, termination of this Agreement by Canada pursuant to section 
15(f) after the settlement of the Trust and the payment of monies into the Trust by 
Canada pursuant to section 16(b)(i) does not terminate the Trust and cannot require 
repayment of any monies settled on the Trust. 

16. Resourcing and Financial Commitments 

(a) Canada is committed to funding the Nations in support of this Agreement. Canada's 
commitment regarding funding is conditional on and subject to the required 
appropriation of funds by Parliament and Canada's funding policies, directives and 
processes, including the approval of the Treasury Board, signing of any necessary 
collateral funding agreement outlining the nature of the funding and associated 
terms and conditions. 

(b) Subject to section 16(a), Canada is committed to make:  

(i) a full payment to the Trust on behalf of the Nations and will make the 
payment as soon as possible and no later then sixty (60) days after the date 
of execution of this Agreement.   Canada’s lump sum payment is due once 
the Nations have established the Trust (pursuant to section 9(a)) and the 
Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership (pursuant to section 12 (c)).;  

(ii) for a minimum of ten years, an annual payment to the Trust or the Coastal 
Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership as directed by the Nations for the 
management and administration of the Community Based Fishery and the 
Commercial Fishing Opportunities; and  

(iii) an annual payment for the collaborative governance and management of 
Fisheries Resources once the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance 
Schedule has been completed and ratified. 

(c) In the manner described in Schedule A, the Nations commit to contributing towards 
the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule through the 
Stewardship Payment.  

(d) Once Canada has made the payment described in section 16(b)(i), the Nations have 
committed to contributing it towards the Economic Opportunities, including the 
Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership in the manner set out in 
the Directions to Pay. 
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(e) As may be required, the Parties will negotiate resourcing for GBIS to participate in 
the implementation of this Agreement and the Schedules. 

17. Review 

(a) In coordination with the review completed pursuant to section 11.1 of the 
Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, the Steering Committee will 
complete and provide to each Party a review of the implementation of this 
Agreement in the third year of this Agreement, and every five years thereafter 
during the Term, or such other time line agreed upon by the Steering Committee. 

(b) Prior to the 2nd review of the Steering Committee pursuant to section 17 (a), the 
Steering Committee will set the terms of reference and oversee an independent 
third party review of the implementation of this Agreement, which will include at a 
minimum a review of Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule and 
the Economic Opportunities.  

(c) As part of the reviews referred to in section 17(a) and (b), the Parties will review the 
pace and content of obtaining of licences pursuant to this Agreement in order to 
determine whether the objectives of the Economic Opportunities are being 
achieved. In completing this review, the Parties will explore alternatives necessary 
to promote the Economic Opportunities.  

(d) Prior to the expiration of the Term of this Agreement, the Parties will discuss 
renewal of the Agreement and the continuance of arrangements for Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources and Community Based Fisheries.  

18. General Provisions 

(a) Replacement of Framework Agreement. This Agreement replaces the 
Reconciliation Framework Agreement for Fisheries Resources and replaces the 
Fisheries Resources Reconciliation Agreement dated for reference July 26, 2019 . 

(b) Eligibility for Programs and Services. Unless inconsistent with the terms of this 
Agreement, any Nation and its members may participate in any funding, program, 
initiative, or arrangement offered by Canada for which the Nation or its members 
may be eligible or wish to partake in.  

(c) Addition of other First Nation. Other First Nations may become a Party to this 
Agreement if: 

(i) the First Nations (a “new Party”) are seeking to participate in the objectives 
and terms of the Agreement as described herein, the Trust, the Coastal 
Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership, the Collaborative Fisheries Resources 
Governance Schedule, and any agreements reached between the Nations 
regarding the implementation of this Agreement;  
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(ii) all Parties provide written consent to the adding of the new Party to this 
Agreement, and the new Party agrees to the terms and conditions outlined 
in this Agreement, the Trust, the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited 
Partnership, the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule and 
any agreements reached between the Nations regarding the implementation 
of this Agreement; and 

(iii) the new Party signs this Agreement.  

(d) Notices. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any notice, direction, 
demand, request or document required or permitted to be given by any Party to any 
other Party under this Agreement will be in writing and deemed to have been 
sufficiently given if signed by or on behalf of the Party giving notice and delivered in 
person or transmitted by email or courier to the other Party’s address as shown 
below: 

(i) Gitxaala Nation - 11 Ocean Drive, Kitkatla, BC PO Box 149, V0V 1C0 

(ii) Metlakatla First Nation - PO Box 459, Prince Rupert, BC V8J 3R2 

(iii) Gitga’at First Nation -General Delivery, 445 Hayimiisaxaa Way, Hartley Bay, 
BC V0V 1A0 

(iv) Haida Gwaii - #1 Reservoir Road, PO Box 98, Skidegate, BC V0T 1S1 

(v) Kitasoo First Nation - General Delivery, Klemtu, BC V0T 1L0 

(vi) Heiltsuk Nation - PO Box 880, Bella Bella, BC V0T 1Z0 

(vii) Nuxalk Nation - PO Box 65, Bella Coola, BC V0T 1C0 

(viii) Wuikinuxv Nation - Wuikinuxv Village Rivers Inlet, PO Box 3500, Port Hardy, 
BC V0N 2P0 

(ix) Great Bear Initiative Society - Suite 1660 - 409 Granville Street, Vancouver, 
BC V6C 1T2 

(x) Fisheries and Oceans Canada - 200 Kent St – Station 15N100, Ottawa, ON 
K1A 0E6 

(e) General Sharing of Information. The Parties agree, subject to any confidentiality 
obligations to third parties or any security concerns to provide to the other Parties 
such information reasonably requested by the other Parties as may be necessary to 
properly carrying out this Agreement. 

(f) Amendments. The only amendments to this Agreement which are binding on the 
Parties are written amendments signed by all Parties. 
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(g) Further Assurances. Each Party will execute and deliver further documents and
assurances as may be necessary to properly carry out this Agreement.

(h) Waiver. No provision of this Agreement may be waived by a Party except by written
notice to the other Parties and any waiver of a provision is:

(i) valid only in respect of the specific instance to which it relates and is not a
continuing waiver; and

(ii) is not a waiver of any other provision.

(i) Time. Time will be of the essence of this Agreement.

(j) Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in one or more counterparts, each
counterpart may be transmitted by courier, hand or email and each will constitute
an original instrument and such counterparts, taken together, will constitute one
and the same document.

This Reconciliation Agreement for Fisheries Resources has been executed and delivered as of the 
date of this Agreement as set out on the first page.   

On behalf of the Nations: 

Heiltsuk First Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Marilyn Slett 
Chief 

Kitasoo Indian Band by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Doug Neasloss 
Chief 

Metlakatla First Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Harold Leighton 
Chief 
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Nuxalk Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Samuel Schooner Chief 

Wuikinuxv Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Danielle Shaw 
Chief 

Gitga’at First Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Arnold Clifton 
Chief 

Gitxaala Nation by its authorized signatory 

_____________________________________ 
Linda Innes 
Chief 

Council of Haida Nation 
By its authorized signatory 

Jason Alsop 
President 
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On behalf of Great Bear Initiative Society 

______________________________________ 
Marilyn Slett 
President 

On behalf of Her Majesty the Queen in Right of Canada: 

___________________________________________  
The Honourable Bernadette Jordan  
Minister of Fisheries, Oceans and the Canadian Coast Guard 
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Appendix A to the FRRA: 
Canada’s Ten Principles respecting the Government of Canada's relationship with Indigenous 

peoples’ 

 
The Government of Canada is committed to achieving reconciliation with Indigenous peoples 
through a renewed, nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationship 
based on recognition of rights, respect, co-operation, and partnership as the foundation for 
transformative change. 

Indigenous peoples have a special constitutional relationship with the Crown. This relationship, 
including existing Aboriginal and treaty rights, is recognized and affirmed in section 35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. Section 35 contains a full box of rights, and holds the promise that 
Indigenous nations will become partners in Confederation on the basis of a fair and just 
reconciliation between Indigenous peoples and the Crown. 

The Government recognizes that Indigenous self-government and laws are critical to Canada’s 
future, and that Indigenous perspectives and rights must be incorporated in all aspects of this 
relationship. In doing so, we will continue the process of decolonization and hasten the end of its 
legacy wherever it remains in our laws and policies. 

The implementation of the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples requires 
transformative change in the Government’s relationship with Indigenous peoples. The UN 
Declaration is a statement of the collective and individual rights that are necessary for the survival, 
dignity and well-being of Indigenous peoples around the world, and the Government must take an 
active role in enabling these rights to be exercised. The Government will fulfil its commitment to 
implementing the UN Declaration through the review of laws and policies, as well as other 
collaborative initiatives and actions. This approach aligns with the UN Declaration itself, which 
contemplates that it may be implemented by States through various measures.  

This review of laws and policies will be guided by Principles respecting the Government of Canada’s 
Relationship with Indigenous peoples. These Principles are rooted in section 35, guided by the UN 
Declaration, and informed by the Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) and 
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission (TRC)’s Calls to Action. In addition, they reflect a 
commitment to good faith, the rule of law, democracy, equality, non-discrimination, and respect for 
human rights. They will guide the work required to fulfill the Government’s commitment to 
renewed nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationships.   

These Principles are a starting point to support efforts to end the denial of Indigenous rights that 
led to disempowerment and assimilationist policies and practices. They seek to turn the page in an 
often troubled relationship by advancing fundamental change whereby Indigenous peoples 
increasingly live in strong and healthy communities with thriving cultures. To achieve this change, it 
is recognized that Indigenous nations are self-determining, self-governing, increasingly self-
sufficient, and rightfully aspire to no longer be marginalized, regulated, and administered under the 
Indian Act and similar instruments. The Government of Canada acknowledges that strong 
Indigenous cultural traditions and customs, including languages, are fundamental to rebuilding 
Indigenous nations. As part of this rebuilding, the diverse needs and experiences of Indigenous 
women and girls must be considered as part of this work, to ensure a future where non-
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discrimination, equality and justice are achieved. The rights of Indigenous peoples, wherever they 
live, shall be upheld. 

These Principles are to be read holistically and with their supporting commentary. The Government 
of Canada acknowledges that the understandings and applications of these Principles in 
relationships with First Nations, the Métis Nation, and Inuit will be diverse, and their use will 
necessarily be contextual. These Principles are a necessary starting point for the Crown to engage in 
partnership, and a significant move away from the status quo to a fundamental change in the 
relationship with Indigenous peoples. The work of shifting to, and implementing, recognition-based 
relationships is a process that will take dynamic and innovative action by the federal government 
and Indigenous peoples. These Principles are a step to building meaning into a renewed 
relationship.  

1. The Government of Canada recognizes that all relations with Indigenous peoples need to be 
based on the recognition and implementation of their right to self-determination, including the 
inherent right of self-government. 
This opening Principle affirms the priority of recognition in renewed nation-to-nation, government-
to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationships. As set out by the courts, an Indigenous nation or 
rights-holding group is a group of Indigenous people sharing critical features such as language, 
customs, traditions, and historical experience at key moments in  time like first contact, assertion of 
Crown sovereignty, or effective control. The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples estimated 
that there are between 60 and 80 historical nations in Canada.  

The Government of Canada’s recognition of the ongoing presence and inherent rights of Indigenous 
peoples as a defining feature of Canada is grounded in the promise of section 35 of the Constitution 
Act, 1982, in addition to reflecting articles 3 and 4 of the UN Declaration.  The promise mandates 
the reconciliation of the prior existence of Indigenous peoples and the assertion of Crown 
sovereignty, as well as the fulfilment of historic treaty relationships. 

This principle reflects the UN Declaration’s call to respect and promote the inherent rights of 
Indigenous peoples. This includes the rights that derive from their political, economic, and social 
structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories, laws, and philosophies, especially 
their rights to their lands, territories and resources. 

Canada’s constitutional and legal order recognizes the reality that Indigenous peoples’ ancestors 
owned and governed the lands which now constitute Canada prior to the Crown’s assertion of 
sovereignty. All of Canada’s relationships with Indigenous peoples are based on recognition of this 
fact and supported by the recognition of Indigenous title and rights, as well as the negotiation and 
implementation of pre-Confederation, historic, and modern treaties.  

It is the mutual responsibility of all governments to shift their relationships and arrangements with 
Indigenous peoples so that they are based on recognition and respect for the right to self-
determination, including the inherent right of self-government for Indigenous nations. For the 
federal government, this responsibility includes changes in the operating practices and processes of 
the federal government. For Indigenous peoples, this responsibility includes how they define and 
govern themselves as nations and governments and the parameters of their relationships with 
other orders of government. 
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2. The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation is a fundamental purpose of section 
35 of the Constitution Act, 1982. 
Reconciliation is an ongoing process through which Indigenous peoples and the Crown work 
cooperatively to establish and maintain a mutually respectful framework for living together, with a 
view to fostering strong, healthy, and sustainable Indigenous nations within a strong Canada. As we 
build a new future, reconciliation requires recognition of rights and that we all acknowledge the 
wrongs of the past, know our true history, and work together to implement Indigenous rights. 

This transformative process involves reconciling the pre-existence of Indigenous peoples and their 
rights and the assertion of sovereignty of the Crown, including inherent rights, title, and jurisdiction. 
Reconciliation, based on recognition, will require hard work, changes in perspectives and actions, 
and compromise and good faith, by all. 

Reconciliation frames the Crown’s actions in relation to Aboriginal and treaty rights and informs the 
Crown’s broader relationship with Indigenous peoples. The Government of Canada’s approach to 
reconciliation is guided by the UN Declaration, the TRCs Calls to Action, constitutional values, and 
collaboration with Indigenous peoples as well as provincial and territorial governments. 

3. The Government of Canada recognizes that the honour of the Crown guides the conduct of the 
Crown in all of its dealings with Indigenous peoples. 
The Government of Canada recognizes that it must uphold the honour of the Crown, which requires 
the federal government and its departments, agencies, and officials to act with honour, integrity, 
good faith, and fairness in all of its dealings with Indigenous peoples. The honour of the Crown gives 
rise to different legal duties in different circumstances, including fiduciary obligations and diligence. 
The overarching aim is to ensure that Indigenous peoples are treated with respect and as full 
partners in Confederation.  

4. The Government of Canada recognizes that Indigenous self-government is part of Canada’s 
evolving system of cooperative federalism and distinct orders of government. 
This Principle affirms the inherent right of self-government as an existing Aboriginal right within 
section 35. Recognition of the inherent jurisdiction and legal orders of Indigenous nations is 
therefore the starting point of discussions aimed at interactions between federal, provincial, 
territorial, and Indigenous jurisdictions and laws.  

As informed by the UN Declaration, Indigenous peoples have a unique connection to and 
constitutionally protected interest in their lands, including decision-making, governance, 
jurisdiction, legal traditions, and fiscal relations associated with those lands.  

Nation-to-nation, government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationships, including treaty 
relationships, therefore include: 

a. developing mechanisms and designing processes which recognize that Indigenous peoples 
are foundational to Canada’s constitutional framework; 

b. involving Indigenous peoples in the effective decision-making and governance of our shared 
home; 
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c. putting in place effective mechanisms to support the transition away from colonial systems 
of administration and governance, including, where it currently applies, governance and 
administration under the Indian Act; and 

d. ensuring, based on recognition of rights, the space for the operation of Indigenous 
jurisdictions and laws. 

5. The Government of Canada recognizes that treaties, agreements, and other constructive 
arrangements between Indigenous peoples and the Crown have been and are intended to be acts 
of reconciliation based on mutual recognition and respect. 
This Principle recognizes that Indigenous peoples have diverse interests and aspirations and that 
reconciliation can be achieved in different ways with different nations, groups, and communities. 

This principle honours historic treaties as frameworks for living together, including the modern 
expression of these relationships. In accordance with the Royal Proclamation of 1763, many 
Indigenous nations and the Crown historically relied on treaties for mutual recognition and respect 
to frame their relationships. Across much of Canada, the treaty relationship between the 
Indigenous nations and Crown is a foundation for ongoing cooperation and partnership with 
Indigenous peoples.  

The Government of Canada recognizes the role that treaty-making has played in building Canada 
and the contemporary importance of treaties, both historic and those negotiated after 1973, as 
foundations for ongoing efforts at reconciliation. The spirit and intent of both Indigenous and 
Crown parties to treaties, as reflected in oral and written histories, must inform constructive 
partnerships, based on the recognition of rights, that support full and timely treaty implementation. 

In accordance with section 35, all Indigenous peoples in Canada should have the choice and 
opportunity to enter into treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements with the 
Crown as acts of reconciliation that form the foundation for ongoing relations. The Government of 
Canada prefers no one mechanism of reconciliation to another. It is prepared to enter into 
innovative and flexible arrangements with Indigenous peoples that will ensure that the relationship 
accords with the aspirations, needs, and circumstances of the Indigenous-Crown relationship. The 
Government also acknowledges that the existence of Indigenous rights is not dependent on an 
agreement and, where agreements are formed, they should be based on the recognition and 
implementation of rights and not their extinguishment, modification, or surrender.  

Accordingly, this Principle recognizes and affirms the importance that Indigenous peoples 
determine and develop their own priorities and strategies for organization and advancement. The 
Government of Canada recognizes Indigenous peoples’ right to self-determination, including the 
right to freely pursue their economic, political, social, and cultural development.  

6. The Government of Canada recognizes that meaningful engagement with Indigenous peoples 
aims to secure their free, prior, and informed consent when Canada proposes to take actions 
which impact them and their rights, including their lands, territories and resources. 
This Principle acknowledges the Government of Canada’s commitment to new nation-to-nation, 
government-to-government, and Inuit-Crown relationships that builds on and goes beyond the legal 
duty to consult. In delivering on this commitment, the Government recognizes the right of 
Indigenous peoples to participate in decision-making in matters that affect their rights through their 
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own representative institutions and the need to consult and cooperate in good faith with the aim of 
securing their free, prior, and informed consent. 

The Supreme Court of Canada has clarified that the standard to secure consent of Indigenous 
peoples is strongest in the case of Aboriginal title lands. The Supreme Court of Canada has 
confirmed that Aboriginal title gives the holder the right to use, control, and manage the land and 
the right to the economic benefits of the land and its resources. The Indigenous nation, as proper 
title holder, decides how to use and manage its lands for both traditional activities and modern 
purposes, subject to the limit that the land cannot be developed in a way that would deprive future 
generations of the benefit of the land.  

The importance of free, prior, and informed consent, as identified in the UN Declaration, extends 
beyond title lands. To this end, the Government of Canada will look for opportunities to build 
processes and approaches aimed at securing consent, as well as creative and innovative 
mechanisms that will help build deeper collaboration, consensus, and new ways of working 
together. It will ensure that Indigenous peoples and their governments have a role in public 
decision-making as part of Canada’s constitutional framework and ensure that Indigenous rights, 
interests, and aspirations are recognized in decision-making.  

7. The Government of Canada recognizes that respecting and implementing rights is essential and 
that any infringement of section 35 rights must by law meet a high threshold of justification 
which includes Indigenous perspectives and satisfies the Crown’s fiduciary obligations. 
This Principle reaffirms the central importance of working in partnership to recognize and 
implement rights and, as such, that any infringement of Aboriginal or treaty rights requires 
justification in accordance with the highest standards established by the Canadian courts and must 
be attained in a manner consistent with the honour of the Crown and the objective of 
reconciliation.  

This requirement flows from Canada’s constitutional arrangements. Meaningful engagement with 
Indigenous peoples is therefore mandated whenever the Government may seek to infringe a 
section 35 right. 

8. The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation and self-government require a 
renewed fiscal relationship, developed in collaboration with Indigenous nations, that promotes a 
mutually supportive climate for economic partnership and resource development. 
The Government of Canada recognizes that the rights, interests, perspectives, and governance role 
of Indigenous peoples are central to securing a new fiscal relationship. It also recognizes the 
importance of strong Indigenous governments in achieving political, social, economic, and cultural 
development and improved quality of life. 

This Principle recognizes that a renewed economic and fiscal relationship must ensure that 
Indigenous nations have the fiscal capacity, as well as access to land and resources, in order to 
govern effectively and to provide programs and services to those for whom they are responsible.  

The renewed fiscal relationship will also enable Indigenous peoples to have fair and ongoing access 
to their lands, territories, and resources to support their traditional economies and to share in the 
wealth generated from those lands and resources as part of the broader Canadian economy.  
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A fairer fiscal relationship with Indigenous nations can be achieved through a number of 
mechanisms such as new tax arrangements, new approaches to calculating fiscal transfers, and the 
negotiation of resource revenue sharing agreements. 

9. The Government of Canada recognizes that reconciliation is an ongoing process that occurs in 
the context of evolving Indigenous-Crown relationships. 
This Principle recognizes that reconciliation processes, including processes for negotiation and 
implementation of treaties, agreements and other constructive arrangements, will need to be 
innovative and flexible and build over time in the context of evolving Indigenous-Crown 
relationships. These relationships are to be guided by the recognition and implementation of rights.  

Treaties, agreements, and other constructive arrangements should be capable of evolution over 
time. Moreover, they should provide predictability for the future as to how provisions may be 
changed or implemented and in what circumstances. Canada is open to flexibility, innovation, and 
diversity in the nature, form, and content of agreements and arrangements. 

The Government of Canada also recognizes that it has an active role and responsibility in ensuring 
the cultural survival of Indigenous peoples as well as in protecting Aboriginal and treaty rights.  

The Government of Canada will continue to collaborate with Indigenous peoples on changes to 
federal laws, regulations, and policies to realize the unfulfilled constitutional promise of s.35 of the 
Constitution Act, 1982. 

10. The Government of Canada recognizes that a distinctions-based approach is needed to ensure 
that the unique rights, interests and circumstances of the First Nations, the Métis Nation and Inuit 
are acknowledged, affirmed, and implemented. 
The Government of Canada recognizes First Nations, the Métis Nation, and Inuit as the Indigenous 
peoples of Canada, consisting of distinct, rights-bearing communities with their own histories, 
including with the Crown. The work of forming renewed relationships based on the recognition of 
rights, respect, co-operation, and partnership must reflect the unique interests, priorities and 
circumstances of each People. 
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Appendix B to the FRRA:  
Map of North Coast, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii 
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SCHEDULE A OF FISHERIES RESOURCES RECONCILIATION AGREEMENT  
COLLABORATIVE FISHERIES RESOURCES GOVERNANCE  

BACKGROUND  

In addition to the recitals set out in the Agreement, this Schedule will be informed by the 
following: 

A. Canada and the Nations are committed to achieving reconciliation as it relates to the 
governance, management, conservation and recovery of Fisheries Resources through a 
renewed, nations-to-nations, governments-to-governments relationship based on the 
recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and partnership as the foundation for 
transformative change, and  the implementation of this Schedule is intended to facilitate 
such change. 

B. The Nations have a long history of collaborating to sustainably manage the resources in 
their territories and recognize the benefits of collaboration with each other and with 
Canada.   

C. Canada and the Nations recognize that a meaningful nations-to-nations, governments-to-
governments relationship includes involving the Nations in effective decision making in the 
governance, management, conservation and recovery of Fisheries Resources. 

1 DEFINITIONS 

1.1 Capitalized terms in this Schedule shall have the meaning set out in the Agreement, and for 
the purposes of this Schedule shall include the following:   

“Agreement” or the “FRRA” means the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation Agreement. 

“Annual Work Plan” means the annual work plan of each of the Management Councils and the 
Technical Working Groups, and any other committee or working group which may be developed 
and approved from time to time by the Management Councils. 

“Bio-region” and “Bio-regional” means all of the North Coast, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii, 
and pertaining to all of the North Coast, Central Coast and Haida Gwaii as reflected on the map 
attached as Appendix B to the Agreement. 

“Collaborative Governance” means the nations-to-nations, governments-to-governments 
processes and structures related to Fisheries Resources described in the Agreement and its 
Schedules, that support recommendations and decision-making, authorities, responsibilities, 
laws and jurisdictions of Canada and the Nations being exercised in a manner that supports the 
Collaborative Governance Outcomes.  

“Collaborative Governance Outcomes” means the outcomes in the governance and 
management of the Fisheries Resources set out in section 2.1 of this Schedule. 
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“Community Based Fisheries” means one or more commercial fisheries collaboratively 
developed, governed and managed pursuant to the Agreement, including this Schedule A and 
Schedule B. 

“Community Based Fishery Licence” means a licence, using the terms and conditions 
collaboratively developed by the Parties, and issued by DFO in accordance with section 7 of this 
Schedule A. 

“Community Based Fishing Plan” means one or more annual fishing plan proposed by a Nation 
for Community Based Fisheries for one or more Fisheries Resource and finalized pursuant to 
section 8.2 (b) of this Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.  

“Consensus” means that, although Parties may not support every aspect, they have reached an 
agreement that satisfies their major interests and addresses their significant concerns to the 
extent that all can support it. 

“CSAS” means the Canadian Science Advisory Secretariat. 

“Delegate” means an individual who is vested with the decision-making power of their 
appointing authority. 

“Designated Vessel” means a vessel that is at least 50% owned by a Nation, a legal entity 
owned by or on behalf of a Nation, or at least 50% owned by one or more Member. 

“Designated Landing Site” means one or more landing site used by a Nation for its Community 
Based Fisheries as described in the Community Based Fisheries Schedule. 

“First Nations” means a collective of Indigenous peoples, including the Nations and First 
Nations who have an interest in Fisheries Resources.  

“Fisheries Act” means Canada’s Fisheries Act, R.S.C., 1985, c. F-14 including all regulations under 
that Act. 

“Guardian Watchmen” mean the individuals appointed by a Nation to monitor, steward and 
protect their territory. 

“Guiding Principles” means the Parties’ collaborative guiding principles set out in Appendix B to 
this Schedule and the Principles set out in section 4 (a), (b) and (c) of the Agreement. 

“Harvest Permit” means the designation instrument used by a Nation to allow participation in a 
Community Based Fishery. 

“Indigenous laws" means the legal traditions, laws, customs, and practices of any of the 
Nations.  

“Indigenous Knowledge” is cultural, spiritual, social, environmental, ecological and economic 
information, which can be passed from one person to another, from generation to generation. 
Indigenous knowledge includes traditional and environmental knowledge, marine, land and 
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resource use and traditional practices. It is a resilient process of information that is transformed 
and adapted to current knowledge. Indigenous knowledge is living knowledge that is active and 
relevant in current decision-making as it is interconnected with responsibilities, protocol and 
respect. 

“IFMP” means a DFO Integrated Fisheries Management Plan or portion of a DFO Integrated 
Fisheries Management Plan that may apply to any one of the Fisheries Resources under this 
Schedule.  

“Joint Executive” means the executive body described and established under section 4.3 of this 
Schedule. 

“Management Council” means a Sub-regional Tier 2 Collaborative Governance council 
described and established under section 4.4of this Schedule, and the Bio-regional Council 
described in section 4.5 of this Schedule. 

“Member” means a citizen or member of a Nation, including a legal person, corporation, joint 
venture or partnership that is 100% owned by a Member, or more than one Member. 

“Minister” means Canada’s Minister of Fisheries and Oceans. 

“Nations” means each of the Nations that are parties to the Agreement, as may be amended 
from time to time. 

“Oceans RFA” means the 2018 Reconciliation Framework Agreement for Bioregional Oceans 
Management and Protection reached between the Parties, together with other First Nations, 
related to collaborative governance and management on marine planning and oceans 
management undertaken in the Northern Shelf Bioregion and other marine initiatives, as 
amended or replaced from time to time. 

“Priority Species” means species added annually or by agreement of the Parties from time to 
time in the Annual Work Plans of each Sub-regional Management Council. 

“SARA” means the Species at Risk Act, SC 2002, c 29. 

"Science sub-committee" means a sub-committee of a Technical Working Group described and 
established under section 4.6(h) of this Schedule. 

"Sub-region" means each of the three sub-regions of the North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida 
Gwaii of the Bio-region as generally illustrated in the map attached as Appendix B to the 
Agreement.  

“Technical Working Group” means a Sub-regional Tier 2 body described and established under 
section 4.6of this Schedule. 

“Tier 1” means processes between and among the Nations’ governments, which may involve 
other First Nation governments. 
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“Tier 2” means processes between the Nations’ governments and the federal or provincial 
governments. 

“Tier 3” means processes that include the Nations’ governments, the federal or provincial 
governments and engage stakeholders. 

2 GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT OUTCOMES 

2.1 Governance and Management Outcomes  

a) In implementing this Schedule, including to promote conservation and effect 
transformative change in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, the 
Parties will make best efforts to collaboratively achieve the following outcomes:  

i Conservation and Protection:  The conservation and protection of Fisheries 
Resources, now and into the future, is the highest priority for the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources;  

ii Application of the Precautionary Approach:  In the governance and 
management of Fisheries Resources the Parties have collaboratively 
developed frameworks for applying the Precautionary Approach, including 
where appropriate limit reference points, harvest decision rules and 
management, rebuilding and recovery plans.  Different perspectives or 
values on what are acceptable risks are recognized and respected in the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources and the absence of 
adequate scientific information will not be used as a reason to postpone or 
fail to take action to avoid serious harm to Fisheries Resources; 

iii Priority for Food Social and Ceremonial Fisheries:  Food, social and 
ceremonial fisheries have top priority, after conservation, over other users 
of the resource; 

iv Community Based Fisheries:  Re-vitalized sustainable commercial fisheries 
exercised by Members of the Nations are implemented, including any 
necessary policy and licence reforms agreed to by the Parties in accordance 
with the Agreement, this Schedule and the Community Based Fisheries 
Schedule, including as appropriate Community Based Fisheries designated, 
in both place and time, different from the coast wide commercial fisheries; 

v Fisheries Catch Monitoring and Reporting:  Based on the collaborative 
completion of risk assessments, the Parties are developing and 
implementing changes, as required, to catch monitoring and reporting 
systems in all fisheries to promote the conservation and the long-term 
sustainability of Fisheries Resources, including through: (1) dependable, 
timely and accessible information for science and management purposes, (2) 
reliable monitoring approaches, and (3) obtaining information on total catch, 
effort and other ecosystem components; as required, where levels and 
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frequency of monitoring should respond to the degree of risk associated 
with the Fishery and the complexity of the Fishery;  

vi Fishing Opportunities:  The Nations are accessing new and improved 
commercial fishing opportunities;  

vii Strategic Restoration and Enhancement Planning:  The Nations are accessing 
available opportunities to participate with DFO and other partners in 
strategic enhancement and habitat restoration opportunities, including 
coordinating with habitat restoration work that is part of other initiatives 
(e.g. Oceans RFA); 

viii Adaptive Management:  The Parties’ resource managers share responsibility 
for testing and adapting decisions and approaches according to what is 
known about the ecological systems, recognizing that proactive steps are 
taken where there are unknowns and vulnerabilities (including those 
resulting from climatic changes and cumulative effects), and that knowledge 
about ecosystems is evolving, uncertain, and informed by different world 
views;  

ix Ecosystem-Based Management: The Parties are developing and applying 
strategies specific to the management of Fisheries Resources consistent with 
applicable ecosystem based management frameworks that aim to achieve 
the coexistence of healthy, fully functioning ecosystems and human 
communities using all available information including Indigenous Knowledge, 
scientific information, best practices, and Indigenous laws and principles 
(including respect for the natural world, balance and intergenerational 
equity, intergenerational knowledge transfer, and reciprocity); 

x Communication and Transparency:  Collaborative Governance outcomes 
regarding Fisheries Resources are communicated regularly and clearly to the 
Nations, their Members, and stakeholders, and the processes by which the 
Parties reach collaborative decisions and recommendations are transparent 
and accountable; and  

xi Stakeholder Engagement:  Tier 3 engagements are being implemented 
through reliable, transparent and proactive processes that support durable 
outcomes. 

b) In the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, including best efforts to 
reach the Collaborative Governance Outcomes, the Parties will consider as relevant 
to this Agreement: 

i any applicable general laws, policies or customs of the Parties, including 
Crown and Indigenous Laws, any Parties legal responsibilities to other First 
Nations and stakeholders, including under treaties, agreements and other 
arrangements; 
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ii Canada’s international obligations with respect to Fisheries Resources, 
where applicable; 

iii how the proposed recommendation or decision is consistent with any 
applicable outcomes in section 2.1(a); 

iv how the proposed recommendation is consistent with the Guiding Principles 
(Appendix A), Canada's Principles, and guided by the UNDRIP; 

v how the proposed recommendation furthers effective Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources; and 

vi how the proposed recommendation furthers reconciliation between Canada 
and each of the Nations.  

3 PURPOSE AND INTERPRETATION 

3.1 Purpose and Scope of this Schedule 

This Schedule is intended to:  

a) create, promote and support governments-to-governments, nations-to-nations 
structures for the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources to be used and 
relied upon by Canada and the  Nations, including providing Guiding Principles, 
scope, roles, responsibilities and decision-making processes for the Joint Executive, 
Management Councils and Technical Working Groups. 

b) support the collaborative exercise by DFO and each of the Nations of their 
respective decision-making authorities, responsibilities, laws and jurisdictions as 
they relate to Fisheries Resources. 

c) provide a framework for effective Tier 2 Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources by the Parties on those matters set out in each Management Councils’ 
Annual Work Plans, which may include:  

i management plans and IFMPs, including eco-system based management 
frameworks, measures to support conservation, rebuilding and habitat 
restoration goals or objectives, (e.g. fisheries related measures related to 
Marine Spatial Planning areas, including finalized marine protected areas 
and networks reached pursuant to the Oceans RFA), spawning escapement 
targets, catch monitoring and reporting systems, and supporting science 
research and data collection needs;  

ii exploration of options, in addition to existing processes, for engagement on 
SARA listings, and recovery document development, for aquatic species at 
risk; 
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iii pre-season management, including fishing areas and spatial boundaries of 
such areas, quota allocations, licencing or permits conditions, harvest plans, 
notices to fishers, and monitoring plans; 

iv in-season management, including the opening and closing of fisheries, catch 
monitoring and enforcement, in circumstances where an in-season proposal 
varies from pre-season management objectives, plans and decisions or, no 
pre-season management objectives, plans or decisions are available;  

v post-season reviews, including reviews of the effectiveness of management 
measures; 

vi protocols for the collaborative gathering, analysis and use of scientific data, 
and the integration of science and Indigenous Knowledge, including the use 
and development of baseline, stock/species assessment, limit reference 
points and other research and information gathering, monitoring and 
analysis (e.g. CSAS and other peer review processes);  

vii identification, and subject to availability of funding and where agreed, 
development of opportunities for strategic restoration and enhancement 
plans; 

viii monitoring and enforcement protocols and agreements to support improved 
coordination and a greater role of the Nations in fisheries monitoring and 
enforcement activities;  

ix strategic opportunities related to access, and new and emerging fisheries, 
that effect transformative change; 

x exploration of Tier 2 policies, processes and operations that may include 
other departments and agencies of Canada and the Province of British 
Columbia involved in decision making that may impact Fisheries Resources 
(e.g. biotoxin sampling and testing with CFIA);  

xi developing meaningful processes with non-signatory First Nations and 
stakeholder groups as part of robust Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources under this Schedule; and 

xii any other matter agreed to by the Parties related to Fisheries Resources at 
the local, Sub-regional or Bio-regional scale. 

d) In the event that the Parties agree to collaboratively govern migratory Fisheries 
Resources that also travel through the territories of non-signatory First Nations, the 
Parties may, with the agreement and participation of non-signatory First Nations, 
establish distinct, or use existing, Nations-to-Nations tables or processes,  for the 
governance and management of those migratory Fisheries Resources in a manner 
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that supports the implementation of this Schedule, including the Collaborative 
Governance Outcomes. 

e) For greater clarity, the Parties intend that the implementation of this Schedule, and 
in particular the scope identified in section 3.1(c) of this Schedule, will be 
incremental and based on priorities and reasonable timelines identified in the 
Annual Work Plans of the Management Councils. 

f) Unless otherwise agreed by the Joint Executive, the Parties will initiate and 
incrementally continue work on Collaborative Governance for Priority Species as 
follows:  

i crab as of the date of execution of the Agreement; 

ii halibut (as part of integrated groundfish management) will be added on the 
first anniversary of the date of the execution of the Agreement;  

iii herring will be added on the second anniversary of the date of the execution 
of the Agreement; and 

iv geoduck will be added on the third anniversary of the date of the execution 
of the Agreement.  

Additional species or groups of species will be added pursuant to the timing agreed 
to by the Joint Executive as part of the Review described in section 11 of this 
Schedule. As set out in section 4.4 (g) of this Schedule, the identification of Priority 
Species does not prevent any Party from raising concerns and seeking Consensus 
outcomes in the governance and management of any Fisheries Resource.   

g) Recognizing the importance of wild salmon to the Nations, and the existing 
conservation concerns, and in the manner provided for in section 4.4(g) of this 
Schedule, the Parties will begin immediately to use the Management Councils to 
reach collaborative management outcomes as needed related to wild salmon, 
including priority for food social and ceremonial fisheries.  Unless otherwise agreed 
by the Joint Executive, and subject to 3.1(d) of this Schedule, wild salmon will be the 
Priority Species added on the fourth anniversary of the date of the execution of the 
Agreement.  

h) When implementing this Schedule, the Parties will explore efficiencies and synergies 
between the collaborative governance structures and work being conducted under 
this Schedule and the Oceans RFA, and any other relevant sub-regional processes 
between Canada and some or all of the Nations and with other First Nations as 
appropriate. 

i) Unless otherwise agreed and for greater clarity, the Parties agree that issues related 
to the quantum of food social and ceremonial allocations for a Nation will be 
addressed by Canada bilaterally with that Nation, which may occur through 
processes distinct from the processes set out in this Schedule. 
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3.2 Interpretation 

a) The Parties recognize that self-determination and decision-making responsibilities 
and authority lies with each Nation, and that it is a Nation’s choice whether to form 
Tier 1 aggregate institutions to assist in Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources, and if so, for what purposes. While the Nations will strive to create 
efficiencies and address management issues at Tier 1 and Tier 2 Sub-regional scale, 
some management activities are best managed at a local scale. 

b) In the circumstance where Canada and a Nation have entered into a bilateral 
agreement, including Treaty, treaty arrangements and reconciliation agreements, 
that include provisions related to the governance and management of that Nation’s 
Fisheries Resources in a specific area, it is understood that through this Schedule 
Fisheries Resource management decisions reached under the bilateral agreement 
will be respected.   

c) Notwithstanding section 3.2(b) of this Schedule, it is acknowledged that as it relates 
to any decisions reached under a bilateral agreement with a Nation, DFO may have 
legal obligations, including with the other Nations or non-signatory First Nations, 
and any Nation may seek the recognition, protection and exercise of its title, rights 
and responsibilities. 

4 COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

4.1 Governance Structure 

a) The Parties hereby together create and agree to support and rely upon the nations-
to-nations governance bodies established under this Schedule, which are illustrated 
in the chart attached as Appendix A to this Schedule, to Collaboratively Govern 
Fisheries Resources. 

b) Each level of this governance structure has specific roles and responsibilities for 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, including with respect to various 
scales of Collaborative Governance related to science, management, stakeholder 
engagement, and monitoring and enforcement as outlined in and described in 
Appendix G, sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.6and the terms of reference in 0, 0, Appendix E 
and Appendix F of this Schedule. 

4.2 Principles 

a) The Joint Executive, Management Councils, Bio-regional Management Council and 
Technical Working Groups will be guided in all of their work by the Collaborative 
Governance Outcomes (s. 2.1 of this Schedule), Canada’s Principles (Appendix A to 
the Agreement), the Guiding Principles (0of this Schedule), and, once developed the 
Guidance for Consensus Building referred to in section 5.3(a) of this Schedule.  
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4.3 The Joint Executive 

a) The purpose of the Joint Executive is to work on a governments-to-governments, 
nations-to-nations basis to find solutions that support the Collaborative Governance 
of Fisheries Resources, including with respect to: 

i providing representatives on the Management Councils with directions and 
mandates necessary for the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources; 

ii developing internal policies and procedures to define and mandate 
collaboration on the Management Councils and Technical Working Groups; 

iii ensuring representatives on the Management Councils and Technical 
Working Groups understand the Governance and Management Outcomes, 
the Guiding Principles and objectives and fulfill their responsibilities as 
outlined in this Schedule, including in the terms of reference; 

iv on the request of a Party, reviewing and finding Consensus on the order and 
pace of Priority Species as required by section 3.1(f) of this Schedule;  

v from time to time and on the Consensus recommendations of the 
Management Councils and written agreement of the Parties, replacing 
Appendix G (Scales of Decision Making); 

vi when a Management Council has been unable to reach a Consensus and 
requests assistance from the Joint Executive;  

vii assists the Parties in the event a Party does not agree with a Consensus 
recommendation of their Management Council in the manner provided in 
section 5.3(l) and (m) of this Schedule; and 

viii assist the Parties to resolve disputes in the manner described in section 5.4 
(b) of this Schedule.  

b) The Joint Executive will be comprised of one representative from each Nation and 
DFO and will make best efforts to reach Consensus in the Collaborative Governance 
of Fisheries Resources.  

c) In the event that the work of a Management Council is local in nature the 
representatives of the relevant Nations and DFO, rather than the Joint Executive as a 
whole, may convene at a Joint Executive level to reach Consensus outcomes. In such 
cases the Joint Executive will be informed in writing and as soon as practical of any 
Consensus outcomes. 

d) The Joint Executive will be guided by the terms of reference set out in 0 to this 
Schedule and, in consultation with the Bio-regional Management Council, the Joint 
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Executive may refine and amend these terms of reference from time to time as 
required. 

4.4 North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida Gwaii Sub-regional Management Councils 

a) Each Sub-region will establish a Sub-regional Management Council. 

b) The purpose of each Management Council is to make best efforts to achieve 
Consensus in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, within the 
purpose and scope set out in section 3.1 (a) through (h) of this Schedule, and in 
furtherance of the Collaborative Governance Outcomes, including: 

i screening issues to determine whether they fall within the Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources, including whether they are of common 
interest to the Parties at a local or Sub-regional scale, or whether they are 
more appropriately addressed at the Bio-regional scale; 

ii providing operational direction to, and oversight of, the Technical Working 
Groups, including: 

(1) reviewing, approving and amending Technical Working Group Annual 
Work Plans; and 

(2) providing the Technical Working Group with management direction, 
including identification of technical issues, questions and 
management evaluation frameworks in support of the Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources. 

iii creating and overseeing committees, including the Science sub-committees, 
the Community Based Fisheries sub-committee, and their work plans and 
products, as appropriate; 

iv developing and distributing Tier 2 information related to Fisheries 
Resources, including to the Nations and interested non-signatory First 
Nations; and 

v developing and implementing Tier 3 processes to provide advice and 
recommendations to the Management Councils, the Technical Working 
Groups, and the Science Committees, as appropriate; 

all in accordance with each Management Council’s Annual Work Plan.  

c) Each Management Council will be comprised of representatives appointed by DFO 
and each of the Nations in the relevant Sub-region. On request of a Management 
Council and as described in section 6 (a) of the FRRA, the GBIS may be asked to 
assist that Management Council. 
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d) Management Councils will invite the participation of technical experts and advisors 
of DFO or the Nations and their regional bodies to assist in the work of the Council. 

e) Management Councils will be guided by the terms of reference set out in 0 to this 
Schedule, which on the recommendation of any of the Management Councils will be 
refined and amended from time to time by the Joint Executive, as required. 

f) Management Councils will specifically confirm how their collaborative work, as it is 
incorporated into the management and conservation plans described in section 
3.1(c) of this Schedule, including any IFMPs contributes to achieving the 
Collaborative Governance Outcomes described in section 2.1 (a) (i), (ii) and (iii) of 
this Schedule .  

g) As a priority in implementing section 4.4of this Schedule, and notwithstanding the 
Priority Species, Management Councils will work to reach Consensus on the fisheries 
management measures (for example such things as gear restrictions, closed areas 
and closures of specific fisheries) related to any fisheries that access or harvest 
Fisheries Resources of conservation concern to the Nations.   

h) The Parties acknowledge that the work of the Management Councils must be 
conducted using incremental approaches to the variety of issues and challenges 
associated with implementing a nations-to-nations, governments-to-governments 
approach based on Canada’s Principles and the Guiding Principles for the 
Collaborative Governance, management and conservation of Fisheries Resources.  

i) The Parties will use the Annual Work Plans to identify, evolve and refine the 
priorities, including the Priority Species. 

j) A Management Council may address Fisheries Resource issues that are not 
identified in the Annual Work Plan, as and when required.  

4.5 Bio-regional Management Council 

a) The purpose of the Bio-regional Management Council is to make best efforts to 
achieve Consensus in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources at the 
Bio-regional scale, within the purpose and scope set out in section 3.1 (a) through 
(h) of this Schedule, and in furtherance of the Collaborative Governance Outcomes, 
including: 

i screening issues to determine whether they fall within the Bio-regional 
scale;  

ii creating and overseeing Bio-regional committees, including their work plans 
and products, as appropriate; 

iii coordinating and creating efficiencies for technical and science work being 
conducted at the Sub-regional or Bio-regional level;  
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iv developing and distributing Bio-regional Tier 2 or Tier 3 information related 
to Fisheries Resources, including to the Nations and interested non-signatory 
First Nations; and 

v developing and implementing Tier 3 processes to provide advice and 
recommendations related to Bio-regional scale matters to the Management 
Councils and the Technical Working Groups, as appropriate. 

all in accordance with the Bio-regional Management Council's Annual Work Plan.  

b) All members of the Management Councils will come together in a Bio-regional 
Management Council to address Bio-regional scale coordination, management and 
policy issues, including as described in Appendix G (Scale of Collaborative 
Governance).   The GBIS will assist the Bio-regional Management Council, as 
described in section 6 (a) of the FRRA.   

c) The Bio-regional Management Council may invite the participation of technical 
experts and advisors of DFO or the Nations and their regional bodies to assist in the 
work of the Council. 

d) The Bio-regional Management Council will be guided by the terms of reference set 
out in Appendix E to this Schedule, which on the recommendation of any of the 
Management Councils will be refined and amended from time to time by the Joint 
Executive, as required. 

e) The Parties will use the Annual Work Plans to identify, evolve and refine the 
priorities, including the work of the Bio-Regional Management Council. 

f) As set out in section 8.1 (c) of this Schedule, the Management Councils, working 
through the Bio-regional Management Council, will create a committee to 
specifically assist in the strategic development and implementation of the 
Community Based Fisheries, including: 

i processes for the finalization and integration of Community Based Fisheries 
access plans, allocation agreements, monitoring plans, and pre-season 
management plans, including within applicable IFMPs; 

ii processes for in-season management related to a Community Based Fishery; 

iii the reforms referred to in section 7(d) of this Schedule; and  

iv any policies, licencing, regulations, processes and operations to support the 
Community Based Fisheries. 

4.6 North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida Gwaii Sub-regional Technical Working Groups 

a) Each Sub-region will establish a Sub-regional Technical Working Group. 
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b) The purpose of each Technical Working Group is to transparently and collaboratively 
review, examine and assess a broad range of relevant data and information and 
provide to their Management Council the technical information, recommendations 
and advice relevant to the Collaborative Governance of the Fisheries Resources 
relating to a species or group of species in accordance with its Annual Work Plan. 

c) Each Technical Working Group will address priorities in the management of species 
and groups of species (i.e., groundfish, shellfish, pelagics, salmon / other) as set out 
in the Annual Work Plan of their Management Council.  

d) Each Technical Working Group will be comprised of representatives appointed by 
DFO and the Nations of the relevant Sub-region, who may vary according to the 
species or group of species under discussion. Representatives will strive to provide 
the Management Council with technical information, recommendations and advice, 
supported by Consensus where attainable, and describe alternatives where 
Consensus cannot be reached. 

e) Each Technical Working Group will report to and work under the direction of their 
Management Council. 

f) Each Technical Working Group will invite the participation of technical experts and 
advisors of DFO or the Nations and their regional bodies to assist in the work of the 
Technical Working Group.  

g) Each Technical Working Group will be guided by the terms of reference set out in 
Appendix F to this Schedule and, in consultation with a Technical Working Group, 
the Management Council may refine and amend these terms of reference from time 
to time as required. 

h) Each Technical Working Group may develop a Work Plan, and oversee one or more 
Science sub-committee(s), to support the work under 3.1 (c) of this Schedule. Each 
Science sub-committee will be comprised of representatives appointed by the 
Management Council. 

5 COLLABORATIVE GOVERNANCE PROCESS 

5.1 Information Sharing 

a) Upon request, and subject to applicable law and to applicable information sharing 
protocols and agreements, the Parties will provide in a timely manner the Joint 
Executive, Management Councils and Technical Working Groups with the 
information in their possession or control which may reasonably assist the Parties in 
the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, including assisting the Joint 
Executive, Management Councils and Technical Working Groups to implement this 
Schedule. 
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b) The Parties will develop required information-sharing protocols and agreements to 
support the sharing of information required by this Schedule and in the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, including those protocols and 
agreements required related to confidential or private information, and these 
sharing protocols may include sharing of information at Tier 2, Tier 3 and otherwise 
as required. 

5.2 Work Plans 

a) On or before March 31 of each fiscal year each Management Council will finalize 
their Annual Work Plan, including their Technical Working Group and any Science 
sub-committee. In each Annual Work Plan, and from time to time as issues arise, 
each Management Council will identify those matters that will proceed by 
recommendations to the Parties under section 5.3 (f) of this Schedule.   

b) In developing Annual Work Plans under section 5.2 (a) of this Schedule, DFO will 
identify, and note in those Annual Work Plans, any matters that require Canada to 
engage with another First Nation, or to take any other steps to comply with a treaty 
or land claims agreement within the meaning of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 
1982, or with an agreement or constructive arrangement as referred to in Principles 
5 and 9 of Appendix A to this Agreement between Canada and that First Nation, and 
will clarify any steps, consultation, decision-making process, or information-sharing 
protocols that DFO must follow with that First Nation in accordance with the treaty, 
agreement, or constructive arrangement, with respect to those matters. 

c) Each Management Council, Technical Working Group, and Science sub-committee 
will carry out their Annual Work Plans. To aid implementation of this Schedule, the 
Parties will establish one or more sub-committees of the Bio-regional Management 
Council to complete the following priority items as part of their work plan for the 
first year of implementation: 

i a public communication instrument to be presented to stakeholder groups 
and non-signatory First Nations to explain the basis, structure and scope of 
the Collaborative Governance arrangements under this Schedule; 

ii working with stakeholder groups and non-signatory First Nations to develop 
and implement processes for meaningful engagement by DFO and the 
Nations, including clarifying how such meaningful engagement will be 
aligned with existing processes; 

iii guidance for how the development of IFMPS and other pre-season 
management and conservation plans are harmonized with the work done on 
the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources under this Schedule;  

iv a plan for minimizing duplication where possible and efficiently aligning the 
processes and use of human resources under this Agreement with other 
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processes between one or more of the Nations and DFO related to Fisheries 
Resources, which may include non-signatory First Nations; and 

v processes that will assist the Parties in reaching Consensus and resolving 
disputes, which by agreement of the Joint Executive could be added to this 
Schedule. 

5.3 Reaching Consensus  

a) The Parties will use best efforts to reach Consensus in the Collaborative Governance 
of Fisheries Resources within the scope and purpose outlined in section 3.1of this 
Schedule, through the Joint Executive and Management Councils as supported by 
the Technical Working Groups.   The Parties commit to develop through the Bio-
regional Management Council a guide for building collaboration and Consensus in a 
timely manner that would be used by all the Management Councils in implementing 
this Schedule.  

b) Except for those matters identified for recommendations in the manner described in 
section 5.2a) of this Schedule, the Parties intend that much of the work of the 
Management Councils in Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources will 
primarily be done through Consensus decision-making. 

c) The Parties will implement Consensus decisions in a manner consistent with their 
respective decision-making authorities, responsibilities, laws and jurisdictions. 

d) Relying upon the Annual Work Plans to set priorities, and implement incremental 
approaches, the Parties direct and authorize Management Councils to work to reach 
Consensus decisions and recommendations that support achieving the Collaborative 
Governance Outcomes, according to the scope and purpose set out in section 3.1 of 
this Schedule . In completing this work, the Management Councils will receive and 
consider the technical information, recommendations and advice of their Technical 
Working Groups. 

e) Through the implementation of this Schedule, the Parties will use, refine and further 
develop Appendix G (Scales of Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance) to 
guide the work of the Parties under this Schedule, including the Joint Executive, the 
Management Councils and the Technical Working Groups.  When conducting the 
work related to a Priority Species, the Parties will add to and refine Appendix G.  
From time to time the Joint Executive may confirm in writing by agreement of all 
Parties a replacement of Appendix G. 

f) When the work of a Management Council is to make a recommendation, the 
Management Council or Bio-regional Management Council will collaboratively work 
to reach Consensus on such recommendation to the Parties, and: 

i When a Management Council or the Bio-regional Management Council 
reaches a Consensus recommendation, they will include in the 
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recommendation advice on the elements necessary for implementation, and 
provide such to the Parties; and 

ii Approved recommendations will be implemented by the Parties in a manner 
consistent with their respective authorities, responsibilities, laws and 
jurisdictions. 

g) The Technical Working Groups discuss and debate technical information and data on 
their own merits resulting in advice and recommendations, supported by Consensus 
where attainable, and detailing alternatives where Consensus cannot be reached.  
These outputs will be forwarded to the relevant Management Council for timely 
consideration, direction and/or resolution.  

h) In the event that a Management Council is unable to reach Consensus in a timely 
manner it will refer the matter to the Joint Executive for direction or decision in a 
timely manner.  

i) A reference to the Joint Executive pursuant to section 5.3 (h) of this Schedule will 
include a detailed report setting out a description of the dispute, the positions and 
rationale taken by the Parties, potential options for resolution identified to date and 
suggested steps to resolve the dispute. 

j) Before referring a matter to the Joint Executive, a Management Council may use the 
services of an independent facilitator or mediator to assist them in reaching 
Consensus, and failing Consensus, produce the report referenced in 5.3 (i) of this 
Schedule. 

k) In the event that any Party does not agree with a Consensus recommendation of 
their Management Council, that Party must in a timely manner provide the Joint 
Executive with written reasons for their disagreement with a Consensus 
recommendation, including a detailed explanation as to how the disagreement of 
the Consensus recommendation is consistent with section 2.1(b) of this Schedule.  

l) Upon receiving written reasons under section 5.3 (k) of this Schedule, and before 
any Party must make a decision, the Joint Executive will meet and engage in good 
faith discussions and negotiations in an attempt to reach a mutually acceptable 
resolution, including relying where appropriate on the options set out in section 
5.3(m) of this Schedule.  

m) In the event that the Joint Executive is unable to reach Consensus on a matter 
referred to it under this Schedule, the Parties may pursue by Consensus the 
identification of further steps that may be taken by the Joint Executive or a 
Management Council to resolve their differences, including engaging mediators or 
facilitators on agreed upon terms of reference. 

n) In what the Parties intend to be exceptional circumstances, if  the Joint Executive is 
unable to reach Consensus in a timely manner on a matter referred to it under this 
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Schedule, including those set out in section 5.3 (h) and section 5.3 (p), each of the 
Parties, including the Minister, and any Nation: 

i may make decisions or take action within their lawful authority in a timely 
manner and where practicable they will give prior notice of the action to the 
other Parties; and  

ii as soon as practicable, provide written reasons to the Joint Executive and 
the Management Councils outlining the circumstances and the action taken, 
and a detailed explanation as to how it is consistent with section 2.1 (b) of 
this Schedule. 

o) The Parties acknowledge that if an emergency circumstance arises that triggers 
Fisheries Resource responsibilities, where possible the Parties will rely on the 
Management Council to provide recommendations to the Joint Executive.  If the 
situation makes it impossible for the Parties to rely on the Management Councils 
and/or a meeting of the Joint Executive is not possible, those Parties directly 
affected will make reasonable efforts to discuss the situation and wherever possible 
reach Consensus on any necessary course of action.  

p) When a Party intends to take action within its lawful authority in response to the 
emergency circumstances described in 5.3 (o) of this Schedule, where practicable 
they will give prior notice of the action to the other Parties and, as soon as 
practicable, provide written reasons to the Joint Executive and their Management 
Council outlining the circumstances and the action taken, and a detailed explanation 
as to how it is consistent with section 2.1 (b) of this Schedule.   

q) The Management Councils will be informed by relevant Stakeholder engagement 
when addressing matters relating to Fisheries Resources that impact those groups. 

r) This Schedule does not impact or effect Canada's obligations to non-signatory First 
Nations.  Canada will engage non-signatory First Nations as required in order to 
meet its lawful obligations. Issues arising from that engagement, which may affect 
the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources under this Schedule, will be 
shared in a timely manner and discussed by the Technical Working Groups, 
Management Councils or Joint Executive, as appropriate.  

5.4 Dispute Resolution  

Without limiting the generality of section 13 of the Agreement: 

a) In the event that any Party intends to reject, vary, set aside or replace a Consensus 
decision of their Management Council, or in the event that Consensus at the Joint 
Executive has not been reached and a Party must make a decision, that Party must 
provide the Joint Executive in a timely manner with written reasons which must 
include a detailed explanation as to how the decision, rejection or variation is 
consistent with section 2.1(b) of this Schedule.  
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b) Upon receiving written reasons under section 5.4 (a) of this Schedule, and before 
any Party must make a decision, the Joint Executive must meet and engage in good 
faith discussions and negotiations in an attempt to reach a mutually acceptable 
resolution, including relying where appropriate on the options set out in section 5.3 
(i) of this Schedule. The Parties agree to use any dispute resolution processes 
referred to in section 5.2(c)(v) of this Schedule as approved by the Joint Executive. 

c) For greater certainty, nothing in this Schedule precludes any Party from pursuing 
legal or other remedies, using any legally available processes including in a court of 
competent jurisdiction. 

6 SUPPORT, ADMINISTRATION AND FUNDING 

6.1 Support 

a) Each Party commits to provide the human and financial resources necessary to 
effectively implement this Schedule and maintain the proper functioning of the Joint 
Executive, Management Council and Technical Working Groups, subject to available 
resources and the funding required as set out in section 6.3of this Schedule . 

6.2 Sub-regional Administration 

a) In support of the implementation of this Schedule a Sub-regional aggregate may 
provide required administration and support for: 

i Tier 1 processes, including mandates and decision making processes with the 
Nations; 

ii the Sub-regional Management Council; 

iii the Technical Working Groups and Science sub-committees;  

iv Tier 3 processes agreed upon by the Parties; and 

v any further committees, sub-committees or processes that may be 
developed by the Management Councils or the Technical Working Groups 
pursuant to this Schedule. 

provided sufficient funding is available and in place for the Nations forming that 
Sub-regional aggregate to allow the Sub-regional aggregate to effectively provide 
such administration and support. 

6.3 Funding 

a) The Parties agree to negotiate in good faith funding agreements that will allow the 
Nations and their Sub-regional aggregates, if any, to effectively implement this 
Schedule, including the Tier 1 processes required to support the Nations’ meaningful 
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and mandated participation on the Joint Executive, a Sub-regional Management 
Council and Technical Working Group, and the Bio-regional Management Council. 

b) The Parties have agreed to the first 5-year budget and have shared a notional 10-
year budget for the Nations’ participation in this Schedule.  Subject to section 16(a) 
in the FRRA, DFO commits to provide new capacity to expand the Nations’ 
stewardship role in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources.  

c) Pursuant to section 8 (d) and (e) of the FRRA, the Nations have committed a 
minimum of 15% of the annual profits of the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited 
Partnership, to be paid on behalf of the Nations for the purposes of implementing 
this Schedule (the “Stewardship Payments”). 

d) Pursuant to section 8 (e) of the FRRA, the Parties agree that the Stewardship 
Payments will be used to first offset any annual inflation on the amounts paid by 
Canada referred to in section 6.3(a) of this Schedule, then to pay the agreed costs of 
GBIS in assisting the Parties under this Schedule, and any remainder will then be 
applied to offset the amount paid by Canada pursuant to the funding agreements 
referred to in section 6.3 (a) of this Schedule.  

e) The Parties share a key objective to implement multi-year funding agreements as 
soon as possible. 

7 ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITIES: LICENSING 

a) In order to pursue the Economic Opportunities under the Agreement: 

i the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership will have the opportunity 
to specify which commercial fishing licences are to  be converted, at no cost 
or fee, to communal commercial licences (Category F Licences); and identify 
the parties to hold the converted licences, including the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership; and 

ii the Parties will initiate a process for conversion of the licences specified in 7 
(a)(i) of this Schedule. Among other things, the form of the communal 
commercial licence is to be party based, have no annual fees, and the holder 
of the licence must be eligible to hold a communal commercial licence.  

b) The Parties will develop an agreement template for use when a commercial licence 
is converted to a communal commercial licence in accordance with section 7 (a) (ii) 
of this Schedule that sets out: 

i the identification of the communal commercial licence holder; 

ii the process for setting aside the communal commercial licence in favour of a 
Community Based Fisheries referred to in section 7 (g) of this Schedule; 
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iii the terms, conditions and process for a party to provide notice that the 
communal commercial licence is to no longer be set aside in favour of a 
Community Based Fisheries, and where the communal commercial licence 
will then be renewed with the conditions of licence applicable to communal 
commercial licences; 

iv the terms, conditions and process by which the party that holds the 
communal commercial licence may request that the communal commercial 
licence be converted back to a commercial licence, where the terms and 
conditions of licence applicable to commercial licences will be applied; and 

v provisions for amending the agreement to add additional communal 
commercial licences, if requested by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited 
Partnership in accordance with section 7 (a) of this Schedule. 

c) The Parties will engage in discussions regarding vessel length variances on 
communal commercial licences in the coast wide commercial fishery, with the 
understanding that any proposed changes to vessel length variances on licences will 
be subject to a process of stakeholder engagement undertaken by the Parties. 

d) The Parties agree to work collaboratively through the Management Councils, using 
the sub-committee of the Bio-regional Council referred to in 8.1 (c) of this Schedule, 
as required, to review each of  the reforms contemplated in the Agreement, this 
Schedule and the Community Based Fisheries Schedule as it relates to each Fisheries 
Resource , and determine which reforms: 

i are available within existing policy, regulatory and licencing frameworks and 
may be applied in Community Based Fisheries, subject to a finalized 
Community Based Fishing Plan; and 

ii require changes to current DFO policy, regulatory or licencing frameworks 
before they are applied to Community Based Fisheries. 

e) The Parties will make best efforts to complete the work in 7 (d) of this Schedule in 
the first twelve (12) months of this Schedule and no later than the first 24 months of 
this Schedule, and from time to time as required. The Parties acknowledge that 
where implementing these reforms requires changes to current policies, licencing, 
or regulations, and the Parties agree to pursue these reforms, it may take longer 
than 24 months. For some changes the Parties may develop and implement a 
process of engagement at the regional or national level.  

f) Annually, at the option of a Nation, and in a manner consistent with the Community 
Based Fisheries Plans finalized collaboratively under section 8.2(b) of this Schedule, 
and with the agreement referenced in section 7 (b) of this Schedule, the Nation will 
identify: 
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i the communal commercial licences, including the licences referred to in 
section 7(a) of this Schedule, that are to be set aside in favour of Community 
Based Fishery Licences being issued by DFO;  

ii any quota to be transferred to a Community Based Fishery Licence; and 

iii the party or parties who will hold the Community Based Fishery Licences on 
behalf of that Nation.    

Community Based Fishery Licences will be issued by DFO pursuant to the Fisheries 
Act and regulations (currently the National Special Licence Issuance System). The 
conditions of Community Based Fishery Licences will be collaboratively developed 
and will include those reforms agreed to by the Parties in accordance with the 
Agreement, this Schedule and the Community Based Fisheries Schedule. The Parties, 
through the Community Based Fisheries subcommittee described in section 8.1(c) of 
this Schedule, will collaboratively develop and use protocols that confirm and track 
the Nations’ annual determination of which licences or quota will be set aside in 
favour of Community Based Fisheries.  

g) Consistent with a finalized Community Based Fishing Plan, at the option of a Nation, 
with written agreement of any relevant CFE, DFO and that Nation will work 
collaboratively, including considering any applicable DFO program objectives, to 
include  some or all of that Nation’s existing communal commercial fishing access, 
(e.g. such as PICFI and ATP licences and quota or any other Fisheries Resource access 
or allocation confirmed in a bilateral agreement between that Nation and Canada) 
or existing coast wide commercial fishing access, into the Community Based 
Fisheries. 

h) Subject to section 7 (b) of this Schedule, the Nations acknowledge that Community 
Based Fishery Licences may, in addition to the reforms referred to in section 7(d) 
and (e) of this Schedule, include conditions of licence that apply to coast wide 
commercial fisheries related to a specific Fisheries Resource, including for example, 
overages and under ages, area restrictions, spatial closures, size and sex limits.  

8 COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES  

8.1 Governance and Management  

a) Decisions and recommendations of the Joint Executive, Management Councils and 
Technical Working Groups related to Community Based Fisheries will be made 
pursuant to the FRRA, this Schedule and the Community Based Fisheries Schedule. 

b) As one of the types of fisheries conducted in the Sub-regions, the review and 
finalization of a Nation’s Community Based Fishing Plans by the appropriate 
Management Council and the Joint Executive is included within the scope for Tier 2 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources set out in section 3.1(c) of this 
Schedule.   
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c) The Management Councils, working through the Bio-regional Management Council, 
will create a committee to specifically assist in the strategic development and 
implementation of the Community Based Fisheries, including: 

i processes for the finalization and integration of Community Based Fisheries 
access plans, allocation agreements, monitoring plans, and pre-season 
management plans, including within applicable IFMPs; 

ii processes for in-season management related to a Community Based 
Fisheries; 

iii the reforms referred to in section 7(d) and (e) of this Schedule; and  

iv any policies, licencing, regulations, processes and operations to support the 
Community Based Fisheries. 

8.2 Implementation of Community Based Fisheries  

a) Whenever a Nation intends to implement a Community Based Fisheries, that Nation 
will complete and provide to the appropriate Management Councils during the pre-
season planning cycle, a proposed Community Based Fishing Plan for each Fisheries 
Resource, that will include:  

i the species type and maximum allowable catch, size limits, including the 
license held by the North Pacific Fishing Management Corporation relied 
upon;  

ii the locations for the Community Based Fisheries, including where 
appropriate any areas closed for Community Based Fisheries;  

iii the seasonal start and end dates, and any opening and closing times; 

iv the preferred means for implementing the fishery in the following season or 
year (12 months), including such things as gear type, by-catch and any dual 
fishing; 

v the Designated Landing Site(s); 

vi the monitoring, compliance and traceability requirements; 

vii the enforcement plan, including the evolving roles and responsibilities of the 
Nation and DFO; 

viii the pre-season estimate of vessels, fleet size and number of fishermen; and 

ix any other information relevant to the review and finalization of a 
Community Based Fishing Plan. 
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b) Subject to the process for reaching Annual Work Plans described in section 5.2 of 
this Schedule and Consensus described in section 5.3 of this Schedule, each Nation's 
Community Based Fishing Plans will be reviewed and finalized by the appropriate 
Management Council(s), and referenced as applicable in any relevant IFMPs or other 
pre-season management plan developed under this Schedule.   

c) Once a Nation’s Community Based Fishing Plan has been finalized by the 
appropriate Management Council(s) and referenced as applicable in any relevant 
IFMP as provided for under section 8.2 (b) of this Schedule, the Parties will follow 
the processes outlined in sections 7 (a), (f), (g) and (h) of this Schedule, as 
applicable, for the issuance of Community Based Fishery Licences to be used for the 
Community Based Fisheries.  

d) In accordance with its applicable Indigenous Laws, policies and procedures, a Nation 
may issue and use Harvest Permits to designate its Members, as harvesters, and any 
Designated Vessels, in a Community Based Fisheries pursuant to a finalized 
Community Based Fishing Plan and in conjunction with the collaboratively 
developed conditions of a Community Based Fisheries Licence.   Each Nation will 
provide DFO and the other Nations with a listing of all Harvest Permits and 
associated Designated Vessels, if any. 

e) A Nation, a Nation owned legal entity, a Member, and associated Designated Vessel, 
may hold, exercise and in accordance with a finalized Community Based Fishing 
Plan, contemporaneously implement a Harvest Permit for more than one Fisheries 
Resource or more than one Harvest Permit.    

f) Each Harvest Permit for a Community Based Fisheries will include a requirement 
that all Fisheries Resources harvested will be landed, designated and validated at a 
Designated Landing Site operated pursuant to the Community Based Fisheries 
Schedule. 

g) If in any year/season a Nation determines pre-season it cannot implement a viable 
Community Based Fisheries relying on a licence previously issued in the manner 
provided for under section 7 (d) of this Schedule it will confirm whether that licence 
will revert to the communal commercial licence issued in the manner provided for 
under sections 7 (a), (f), (g) and (h) of this Schedule, as applicable or be issued as a 
communal commercial licence to, or on behalf of, that Nation, and in either 
situation be available to be fished in the coast wide commercial fishery.   

h) If in any year/season a Nation determines it will discontinue a Community Based 
Fisheries finalized pursuant to this section it will provide notice of this decision to 
the appropriate Management Council. 

9 MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT 

a) In aid of section 3.1(c) (viii) of this Schedule, the Parties agree to form a Technical 
Working Group that is tasked with collaboratively developing recommendations for 
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the Management Councils and Joint Executive that support a greater role of the  
Nations, including their Guardian Watchmen, in the monitoring and enforcement of 
Fisheries Resources within the Sub-regions, including recommendations for policy 
and regulatory reforms, discussions with the Province of British Columbia and other 
federal departments and the required training plans and resourcing.  

10 INTERGOVERNMENTAL BODIES 

10.1 Pacific Salmon Commission  

a) The Parties agree that: 

i Working collaboratively with the First Nations Fisheries Council, the Nations, 
through the Bio-regional Management Council, will provide qualified 
nominations for appointment by the Minister, or his or her Delegate, of: 

(1) the Nations’ member(s) for the Pacific Salmon Commission; 

(2) the Nations’ member(s) to the Northern Panel; and 

(3) the technical committees that support the work of the Pacific 
Salmon Commission and the Northern Panel. 

ii the Minister or his or her Delegate will consider and may select from the 
nominations put forward by the Nations to make the appointments 
described in section10.1 a) iof this Schedule; 

iii when the Minister selects the nominations provided by the Nations pursuant 
to section 10.1 (a)(i) of this Schedule, all appointments described in section 
10.1 a) ii of this Schedule will be mandated by the Minister to represent 
Canada's interests and by the Nations to represent their Pacific Salmon 
interests within the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii; 

iv Working collaboratively with the First Nations Fisheries Council and the First 
Nation Caucus of the Pacific Salmon Commission, the Nations, through the 
Bio-regional Management Committee, will develop and implement an 
ongoing and timely process for mandates and information sharing with 
those appointed pursuant to section 10.1 a) ii of this Schedule; 

v the Parties, with advice from the Bio-regional Management Committee, will 
develop and implement agreed upon improvements and opportunities to 
increase effective First Nation participation in decision making and 
participation on the Northern Panel; 

vi further good faith discussions will be held by the Parties, and with the First 
Nation Fisheries Council and the First Nation Caucus of the Pacific Salmon 
Commission on: 
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(1) how to best increase effective First Nation involvement on the 
Northern Panel and Pacific Salmon Commission to support the 
objectives of this Schedule and to support the effectiveness of the 
Pacific Salmon Commission process for all parties; 

(2) options to further the shared objective of effective First Nation 
participation on the Northern Panel which could include such things 
as improving decision making processes and additional increases to 
the number of First Nations representatives on the Canadian Caucus 
of the Northern Panel while supporting the objectives of the Panel 
and the Pacific Salmon Treaty; and 

vii Canada acknowledges the Nations’ objective of having First Nation 
representatives being 50% of the Canadian Caucus of the Northern Panel. 

10.2 International Pacific Halibut Commission 

a) The Parties agree that: 

i the Nations, through the Bio-regional Management Council and working 
with other interested First Nations, will provide to DFO qualified 
nominations for appointment by the Privy Council Office to the International 
Pacific Halibut Commission (IPHC);  

ii the Governor in Council will consider and may select from the nominations 
put forward by the Nations to make the appointments described in section 
10.2 (a) iof this Schedule; 

iii when the Minister selects the nominations provided by the Nations pursuant 
to section 10.2.1 (a) (i) of this Schedule, all appointments described in 
section 10.2 a) ii of this Schedule will be mandated by the Minister to 
represent Canada's interests and by the Nations to represent their Pacific 
Halibut interests within the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii; 

iv the Nations, through the Bio-regional Management Council, will develop and 
implement an ongoing and timely process for mandates and information 
sharing with those appointed pursuant to section 10.2 a) ii of this Schedule; 

v the Parties, with advice from the Bio-regional Management Council and 
working with other interested First Nations, will develop and implement 
improvements and opportunities to increase effective First Nation 
participation in decision making and participation on the IPHC and its 
subsidiary bodies; 

vi further good faith discussions will be held by the Parties on: 
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(1) how to best increase effective First Nation involvement on the IPHC 
to support the objectives of this Schedule and to support the 
effectiveness of the IPHC process for all parties; and 

(2) options to further the shared objective of effective First Nation 
participation on the subsidiary bodies of the IPHC, which could 
include such things as improving decision making processes and 
additional increases to the number of First Nations representatives 
on the subsidiary bodies while supporting the objectives of the IPHC. 

11 REVIEW  

11.1 Review 

a) In the first year of this Schedule and from time to time as required, the Parties will 
undertake the development of indicators for the Collaborative Governance 
Outcomes set out in section 2.1 of this Schedule and the Community Based Fisheries 
Outcomes set out in section 2.1 of the Community Based Fisheries Schedule. 

b) In the third  year of this Schedule, and every five years thereafter, the Parties will 
undertake an evaluation of the success of this Schedule in the Collaborative 
Governance of  Fisheries Resources, including reaching the Collaborative 
Governance Outcomes and the success of this Schedule and the Community Based 
Fisheries Schedule in reaching the Community Based Fisheries outcomes as defined 
in that Schedule.  This review will be completed by October 31 of that year, or such 
other date as may be agreed to by the Parties. The Parties will consider whether it 
will be useful to have a third party assist in the review, and will consider any 
reasonable funding requirements associated with the review. 

c) In support of the reviews described in section 11.1 (a) and (b) of this Schedule, each 
Management Council will prepare a detailed report for presentation to the Parties, 
which must include review and assessment of: 

i the Purpose and Scope of this Schedule as set out in section 3.1; 

ii the success or obstacles to achieving the Collaborative Governance 
Outcomes set out in section 2.1 of this Schedule; 

iii the success or obstacles to achieving the Community Based Fisheries 
outcomes as those are defined in section 2.1 of the Community Based 
Fisheries Schedule; 

iv recommendations on how the Joint Executive, Management Councils and 
Technical Working Groups may need to be changed, improved or replaced to 
meet the Parties’ intentions of effecting transformative change; 

v whether further action should be taken to empower joint management and 
cooperative federalism by the Parties, including the transfers of 
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responsibilities, the use of delegated authority, section 6.1 of the Fisheries 
Act, and the option of legislative changes; 

vi whether the funding model is sufficient, and whether additional 
management and budget efficiencies are needed/possible; 

vii setting of priorities, including the additions of Priority Species; 

viii the effectiveness of the stakeholder engagement processes; and 

ix how this process can better relate to other collaborative processes with 
Federal agencies and the Nations (e.g. MPA network implementation, 
Oceans Protection Plan) to avoid duplication and program overlap. 

d) Unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, during the first Review, the Collaborative 
Governance of agreed upon Priority Species will continue. 

e) Within 60 days of receiving the reports developed pursuant to section 11.1 c) of this 
Schedule, the Parties agree to meet to review the progress and accomplishments of 
the Joint Executive, Management Councils and Technical Working Groups in order to 
identify areas in need of improvement and/or further development of collaborative 
management authorities and processes relating to Fisheries Resources.  These 
discussions may include: 

i steps the Parties will take to effect changes necessary for improvement of 
Tier 2 decision making processes, including any changes to the size, make up 
and workings of the Joint Executive, the Management Councils and the 
Technical Working Groups; 

ii specific or general delegations of decision-making authority from the 
Minister and/or Nations to a Management Council; and 

iii legislative, operational or policy actions in support of nations-to-nations, 
governments-to-governments Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources, including the implementation of this Schedule. 

f) By agreement of the Parties, the review conducted under section 11.1 e) of this 
Schedule may include whether the Joint Executive, Management Councils and 
Technical Working Groups could be an appropriate governments-to-governments, 
nations-to-nations structure, or whether they have advice on an alternative 
structure, for consideration of any of the following, recognizing that these items are 
not specifically included in this Schedule: 

i Tier 2 environmental assessments and related habitat regulatory decisions 
and processes related to Fisheries Resources; and 

ii any other matter agreed to by the Parties. 
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Appendix A to Schedule A of FRRA 
Tier 2 Governance and Management Structure 
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Appendix B to Schedule A of the FRRA 
Nations/DFO Collaborative Guiding Principles 

Capitalized terms in this Appendix B are as defined in the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation 
Agreement (FRRA), including the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Schedule”), unless context indicates otherwise.  

Together with Canada’s Principles, the following principles will guide the Parties’ implementation of 
the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule: 

• Time Immemorial:  Indigenous Peoples have and continue to use, occupy and rely upon 
their territories since time immemorial and carry unique and specialized knowledge, skills 
and relationships with the lands, air and waters of their territories, which will inform all 
work and collaborative decision making. 

• Conservation:  Canada and the Nations acknowledge that conservation is the first priority in 
the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, which includes recovery and 
rebuilding of Fisheries Resources where supported by Indigenous Knowledge and science. 

• Respect for Laws and Authorities:  Canada and the Nations exercise jurisdictions, laws, 
authorities and responsibilities relating to the governance, management and conservation 
of Fisheries Resources. The Parties will respect, and benefit from this mutual recognition 
and acknowledgment and commit to work together collaboratively. Canada’s Principles 
include ensuring, based on recognition of rights, the space for the operation of Indigenous 
jurisdictions and laws. 

• Priority for Food Social and Ceremonial Fisheries:  Food, social and ceremonial fisheries have 
top priority, after conservation, over other users of the resource. After conservation, any 
allocation of priorities will give top priority to First Nations’ food, social and ceremonial 
fisheries for Fisheries Resources.    

• Government-to-Government:  The engagement between the Parties will be conducted on a 
respectful government-to-government basis, acknowledging that the representatives on the 
Management Councils are mandated and provided authorities by the Parties as required, 
through their respective internal processes, and will be transparent and accountable 
regarding such processes. Tier 1 inter-tribal protocols and agreements involving the Nations 
that support Consensus reached by the Parties in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources will be respected.  

• Scale and Efficiency:  Efficiency, transparency, accountability (including representation) and 
solution-oriented efforts and communication are the hallmarks of good governance and 
management; the Parties will seek to implement Collaborative Governance of Fisheries 
Resources efficiently and in a timely manner while respecting that such governance is 
conducted at multiple scales as described in Appendix G.  
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• Timely Data and Information Sharing:  In order to promote durable decisions and outcomes, 
the Parties share relevant data and information in a timely manner, while understanding 
that some data and information must be safeguarded.    

• Accountability:  The Parties are committed, as applicable, to being accountable to their 
citizens, their constituents, their future generations, Fisheries Resources and to each other. 

• Transparency:  Every effort will be made to ensure that all decisions and recommendations 
of the Joint Executive, Management Councils, and Technical Working Groups are made 
openly, fully documented and tracked, and are shared with DFO and Nations. 

• Efficiency:  All work carried out by the Joint Executive, Management Councils and Technical 
Working Groups will strive to be done in an efficient, effective and timely manner. 

• Flexibility:  The Joint Executive, Management Councils and Technical Working Groups will be 
flexible to the capacity of the Parties, including considering the practical requirements for 
incremental approaches, the need to implement evolving case law and the changing 
circumstances regarding the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources. 

• Adaptive:  The Joint Executive, Management Councils and Technical Working Groups are 
designed to support the growth and evolution of functional, efficient Tier 2 Collaborative 
Governance, and will be monitored, evaluated and changed from time to time in response 
to experience, changing circumstance, emergency, or other factor(s). 

• Inclusive:  Durable decisions in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources include 
respectful consideration of the cultural, social, economic, and legal interests of the Nations 
and stakeholders. Where possible, outcomes that promote conservation and restoration of 
Fisheries Resources and sustainable fisheries for the Nations, and the recreational and 
commercial sectors will be encouraged.  
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Appendix C to Schedule A of the FRRA 
Joint Executive Terms of Reference 

 
Capitalized terms in this Appendix C are as defined in the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation 
Agreement (FRRA), including the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Schedule”) unless context indicates otherwise. 

1. PURPOSE 

a) The purpose of the Joint Executive is to work on a governments-to-governments, 
nations-to-nations basis to find solutions that support the Collaborative Governance 
of Fisheries Resources, including with respect to: 

i. providing representatives on the North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida 
Gwaii Management Councils with direction and mandates necessary for the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources;  

ii. directing and approving the development of internal policies and procedures 
to define and mandate collaboration on the Management Councils and 
Technical Working Groups; 

iii. ensuring representatives on the Management Councils and Technical 
Working Groups understand the Governance and Management Outcomes, 
the Guiding Principles and objectives and fulfill their responsibilities as 
outlined in the Schedule, including their terms of reference; 

iv. on the request of a Party, reviewing and finding Consensus on the order and 
pace of Priority Species as required by section 3.1(f) of the Schedule;  

v. from time to time on the Consensus recommendations of the Management 
Councils and written agreement of the Parties, replacing Schedule G (Scale 
of Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources); 

vi. when a Management Council has been unable to reach a Consensus, and 
requests assistance from the Joint Executive;  

vii. assists the Parties in the event a Party does not agree with a Consensus 
recommendation of their Management in the manner provided in section 
5.3(l) and (m) of the Schedule; and 

viii. assist the Parties to resolve disputes in the manner described in section 5.4 
(b) of the Schedule.  

b) The Joint Executive will be guided in all of its work by the Collaborative Governance 
Outcomes in section 2.1 of the Schedule, Canada’s Principles (Appendix A to the 
FRRA), the Guiding Principles (0 to the Schedule), and the Guidance for Consensus 
Building ( to be developed). 
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2. MEMBERSHIP 

a) The Joint Executive will be comprised of one representative appointed by each of 
the Nations and one appointed by DFO. 

b) In the event that the work of a Management Council is local in nature the 
representatives of the relevant Nations and DFO, rather than the Joint Executive as a 
whole, may convene at a Joint Executive level to reach Consensus outcomes. In such 
cases the Joint Executive will be informed in writing and as soon as practical of any 
Consensus outcomes. 

c) Representatives of the Nations and DFO who sit on the Joint Executive must hold 
positions in their respective organizations equal to: 

i. in the case of DFO, the Minister or his or her Delegate; and 

ii. in the case of a Nation, a Chief or his or her Delegate. 

d) Delegates must carry the mandate and authority of his/her organization when 
dealing with a matter within the purpose of the Joint Executive. 

3. REACHING CONSENSUS  

a) The Joint Executive will operate in a way that supports reconciliation, the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources, including the Collaborative 
Governance Outcomes set out in section 2.1 of the Schedule, and the conservation 
and sustainability of Fisheries Resources specifically.  

b) The Joint Executive will be informed of issues by a Party or by the Management 
Councils, engage in meaningful discussions, and strive to reach Consensus, based on 
the best available information including applicable laws, regulations, customs, and 
traditions, as well as consideration of science advice, Indigenous Knowledge, and 
local ecological knowledge and the recommendations provided to it by the 
Management Councils or the Party. 

c) In the event that any Party does not agree with a Consensus recommendation of 
their Management Council, that Party must in a timely manner provide the Joint 
Executive with written reasons for their disagreement with a Consensus 
recommendation, including a detailed explanation as to how the disagreement of 
the Consensus recommendation is consistent with section 2.1(b) of the Schedule.  

d) Upon receiving written reasons under section 5.3 (l) of the Schedule (as described in 
3(c) of these Terms of Reference), and before any Party must make a decision, the 
Joint Executive will meet and engage in good faith discussions and negotiations in an 
attempt to reach a mutually acceptable resolution, including relying where 
appropriate on the options set out in section 5.3(m) of the Schedule.  

e) In the event that the Joint Executive is unable to reach Consensus on a matter 
referred to it under this Schedule, the Parties may pursue by Consensus the 
identification of further steps that may be taken by the Joint Executive or a 
Management Council to resolve their differences, including engaging mediators or 
facilitators on agreed upon terms of reference. 
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f) The Parties acknowledge that if an emergency circumstance arises that triggers 
Fisheries Resource responsibilities, where possible the Parties will rely on the 
Management Council to provide recommendations to the Joint Executive.  If the 
situation makes it impossible for the Parties to rely on the Management Councils 
and/or a meeting of the Joint Executive is not possible, those Parties directly 
affected will make reasonable efforts to discuss the situation and wherever possible 
reach Consensus on any necessary course of action.  

4. DISPUTE RESOLUTION 

a) In the event that any Party intends to reject, vary, set aside or replace a Consensus 
decision of their Management Council, or in the event that Consensus at the Joint 
Executive has not been reached and a Party must make a decision, that Party must 
provide the Joint Executive in a timely manner with written reasons which must 
include a detailed explanation as to how the decision, rejection or variation is 
consistent with section 2.1(b) of the  Schedule.  

b) Upon receiving written reasons under section 5.4 (a) of the Schedule (as described 
in section 4(a) of these Terms of Reference), and before any Party must make a 
decision, the Joint Executive must meet and engage in good faith discussions and 
negotiations in an attempt to reach a mutually acceptable resolution, including 
relying where appropriate on the options set out in section 5.3 (m) of the Schedule.  

5. FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATION 

1. The Nations’ participation on the Joint Executive will be funded pursuant to funding 
and Annual Work Plans as set out in the Schedule. 

6. MEETINGS 

a) The Joint Executive will meet annually and as requested by a Management Council. 

b) The Joint Executive may invite the members of the Management Councils, and any 
additional advisors, to attend meetings of the Joint Executive. 

c) Meetings of the Joint Executive will be held at such times and locations as agreed to 
by the members of the Joint Executive. 
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Appendix D to Schedule A of the FRRA 
North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida Gwaii Management Councils 

Terms of Reference 

Capitalized terms in this Appendix D are as defined in the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation 
Agreement (FRRA), including its Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Schedule”) unless context indicates otherwise. 

1. PURPOSE 

a) The purpose of the Management Council is to make best efforts to achieve 
Consensus in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources within the 
Purpose and Scope set out in section 3.1 (a) to (h) of the Schedule, and in 
furtherance of the Collaborative Governance Outcomes, including:  

i on or before March 31 of each fiscal year each Management Council will 
finalize their Annual Work Plan, including their Technical Working Group and 
any Science sub-committee. In each Annual Work Plan, and from time to 
time as issues arise, each Management Council will identify those matters 
that will proceed by recommendations to the Parties under section 5.3 (f) of 
the Schedule; 

ii screening issues to determine whether they fall within the Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources at the local or Sub-regional scale, 
including whether they are of common interest to the Parties at such scale 
or whether they are more appropriately addressed at the Bio-regional scale; 

iii providing operational direction to, and oversight of, Technical Working 
Groups and Science sub-committees, including:  

(1) reviewing, approving and amending the Technical Working Group’s 
Annual Work Plan; and 

(2) providing the Technical Working Group with management direction, 
including identification of technical issues, questions and 
management evaluation frameworks in support of the Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources. 

iv creating and overseeing other committees and their Work Plan, as 
appropriate; 

v developing and distributing Tier 2 information related to Fisheries 
Resources, including to the Nations and interested non-signatory First 
Nations; and 

vi developing and implementing Tier 3 processes to provide advice and 
recommendations to the Management Council, the Technical Working 
Group, and the science sub-committees, as appropriate. 
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all in accordance with the Management Council’s Annual Work Plan. 

b) Without limiting section 1 a) above, examples of particular subjects of a 
Management Council's deliberations could include: 

i pre- and post-season strategic level planning and assessments; 

ii review of management plans such as the IFMP, including specific 
management objectives and measures, and development of proposed 
changes, as applicable; 

iii collaborative processes for in-season operational decisions, including the 
opening and closing of fisheries accessing Fisheries Resources; 

iv baseline stock assessment, monitoring and research for Fisheries Resources; 

v monitoring, compliance and enforcement, including Coastal Guardian 
Watchmen programs; and 

vi information gathering and analysis, including science and Indigenous 
Knowledge, fisheries authorized for scientific purposes and DFO's science 
and CSAS processes. 

c) The Management Councils will be guided in all of their work by Canada’s Principles 
the Guiding Principles and the Guidance for Consensus Building (to be developed). 

2. STRUCTURE AND MEMBERSHIP 

a) Each Management Council will be comprised of representatives appointed by DFO 
and each of the Nations from the relevant Sub-region, and will not be populated by 
more than # total representatives at any one time. 

b) Representatives appointed to the Management Council must possess the requisite 
levels of knowledge and experience that will allow them to:  

i interpret and apply the data and information provided to them by Technical 
Working Groups and other technical bodies; 

ii identify possible strategic and operational options and solutions; and  

iii make informed and knowledgeable decisions and recommendations relating 
to the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources. 

c) Appointments to a Management Council will be for a term of <@> years.   

3. REACHING CONSENSUS 
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a) The Management Councils will use best efforts to reach Consensus in the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources within the scope and purpose 
outlined in section 3.1of the Schedule.  

b) Except for those matters identified for recommendations in the manner described in 
section 5.2(a) of the Schedule (described in section 3(d) of these Terms of 
Reference), the work of the Management Councils in Collaborative Governance of 
Fisheries Resources will primarily be done through Consensus decision-making.  

c) In completing their work, the Management Councils will receive and consider the 
technical information, recommendations and advice of their Technical Working 
Groups. 

d) When the work of a Management Council is to make a recommendation, the 
Management Council or Bio-regional Management Council will collaboratively work 
to reach Consensus on such recommendation to the Parties, and when a 
Management Council or the Bio-regional Management Council reaches a Consensus 
recommendation, they will include in the recommendation advice on the elements 
necessary for implementation, and provide such to the Parties.  

e) In the event that a Management Council is unable to reach Consensus in a timely 
manner it will refer the matter to the Joint Executive for direction or decision in a 
timely manner.  

f) A reference to the Joint Executive pursuant to section 5.3 (h) of the Schedule 
(described in section 3(e) of these Terms of Reference) will include a detailed report 
setting out a description of the dispute, the positions and rationale taken by the 
Parties, potential options for resolution identified to date and suggested steps to 
resolve the dispute. 

g) Before referring a matter to the Joint Executive, a Management Council may use the 
services of an independent facilitator or mediator to assist them in reaching 
Consensus, and failing Consensus, produce the report referenced in 5.3 (j) of the 
Schedule. 

h) If an emergency circumstance arises that triggers Fisheries Resource responsibilities, 
where possible the Management Councils will provide recommendations to the 
Joint Executive.   

i) The Management Councils will be informed by relevant Stakeholder engagement 
when addressing matters relating to Fisheries Resources that impact those groups. 

j) Upon request by any member, and by Consensus of the Management Council, 
discussions may take place on a without prejudice basis to encourage frank and 
open discussion. 

4. FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATION 
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a) Each Management Council will reach agreed-upon Annual Work Plans for itself and 
its Technical Working Group, plus any additional committees or work groups. 

b) Each Management Council will allocate the necessary funds to support the Annual 
Work Plans pursuant to multi-year funding and annual work planning. 

c) Management Councils may be assisted by aggregates and/or contractors in the 
scheduling of meetings, preparation and distribution of agendas, the keeping and 
distribution of meeting minutes and meeting venue arrangements in keeping with 
its Annual Work Plan. 

d) The Nations' participation on the Joint Executive and a Management Council will be 
funded pursuant to funding and annual work planning as set out in the Schedule. 

5. MEETINGS 

a) Meetings and teleconferences of Management Councils will be held pursuant to 
Annual Work Plans or upon request of any Party, but no less frequently than 
quarterly. 

b) Face to face meetings of a Management Council will be held in a location 
determined by Consensus of the members of the Management Council. 
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Appendix E to Schedule A of the FRRA 
BIO-REGIONAL MANAGEMENT COUNCIL 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Capitalized terms in this Appendix E are as defined in the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation 
Agreement (FRRA), including the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Schedule”) unless context indicates otherwise. 

1. PURPOSE 

a) The purpose of the Bio-regional Management Council is to make best efforts to 
achieve Consensus in the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources within 
the Purpose and Scope set out in section 3.1 (a) to (h) of the Schedule at the Bio-
regional scale, and in furtherance of the Collaborative Governance Outcomes, 
including:  

i. on or before March 31 of each fiscal year the Bio-regional Management 
Council will finalize their Annual Work Plan, including any sub-committee. In 
each Annual Work Plan, and from time to time as issues arise, the Bio-
regional Management Council will identify those matters that will proceed 
by recommendations to the Parties under section 5.3 (f) of the Schedule; 

ii. screening issues to determine whether they fall within the Bio-regional 
scale;  

iii. creating and overseeing Bioregional committees, including their work plans 
and products, as appropriate; 

iv. coordinating and creating efficiencies for technical and science work being 
conducted at the Sub-regional or Bio-regional level;  

v. developing and distributing Bio-regional Tier 2 or Tier 3 information related 
to Fisheries Resources, including to the Nations and interested non-signatory 
First Nations; and 

vi. developing and implementing Tier 3 processes to provide advice and 
recommendations related to Bio-regional scale matters, to the Management 
Councils and the Technical Working Groups, as appropriate. 

all in accordance with the Bio-regional Management Council's Annual Work Plan. 

b) The Bio-regional Management Council will be guided in all of its work by Canada’s 
Principles, the Guiding Principles, and the Guidance for Consensus Building (to be 
developed). 

2. STRUCTURE AND MEMBERSHIP 

a) All members of the Management Councils will come together in a Bio-regional 
Management Council to address Bio-regional scale coordination, management and 
policy issues, including as described in Appendix G (Scale of Decision Making). The 
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GBIS will assist the Bio-regional Management Council, as described in section 6 (a) of 
the FRRA.  

b) The Bio-regional Management Council may invite the participation of technical 
experts and advisors of DFO or the Nations and their regional bodies to assist in the 
work of the Council. 

c) The Parties will use the Annual Work Plans to identify, evolve and refine the 
priorities, including the work of the Bio-Regional Management Council. 

d) As set out in section 8.1 (c) of the Schedule, the Management Councils, working 
through the Bio-regional Management Council, will create a committee to 
specifically assist in the strategic development and implementation of the 
Community Based Fisheries, including: 

i. processes for the finalization and integration of Community Based Fisheries 
access plans, allocation agreements, monitoring plans, and pre-season 
management plans, including within applicable IFMPs; 

ii. processes for in-season management related to a Community Based Fishery; 

iii. the reforms referred to in section 7(d) and (e) of the Schedule; and 

iv. any policies, licencing, regulations, processes and operations to support the 
Community Based Fisheries. 

e) Members of the Management Councils are the members of the Bio-regional 
Management Council who come together to address Bio-regional scale 
coordination, management and policy issues. When functioning as a Bio-regional 
Management Council each Management Council member will follow this Terms of 
Reference. 

3. DECISION MAKING 

a) The Bio-regional Management Council will use best efforts to reach Consensus in the 
Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources within the scope and purpose 
outlined in section 3.1 of the Schedule.  

b) Except for those matters identified for recommendations in the manner described in 
section 5.2(a) of the Schedule (described in section 2(i) of these Terms of 
Reference), the work of the Bio-regional Management Councils in Collaborative 
Governance of Fisheries Resources will primarily be done through Consensus 
decision-making. 

c) When the work of the Bio-regional Management Council is to make a 
recommendation, the Bio-regional Management Council will collaboratively work to 
reach Consensus on such recommendation to the Parties, and when the Bio-regional 
Management Council reaches a Consensus recommendation, they will include in the 
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recommendation advice on the elements necessary for implementation, and 
provide such to the Parties. 

d) In the event that the Bio-regional Management Council is unable to reach Consensus 
in a timely manner it will refer the matter to the Joint Executive for direction or 
decision in a timely manner. 

e) A reference to the Joint Executive pursuant to section 5.3 (h) of the Schedule 
(described in section 3(d) of these Terms of Reference) will include a detailed report 
setting out a description of the dispute, the positions and rationale taken by the 
Parties, potential options for resolution identified to date and suggested steps to 
resolve the dispute. 

f) Before referring a matter to the Joint Executive, the Bio-regional Management 
Council may use the services of an independent facilitator or mediator to assist 
them in reaching Consensus, and failing Consensus, produce the report referenced 
in 5.3 (j) of the Schedule (described in section 3(e) of these Terms of Reference). 

g) If an emergency circumstance arises that triggers Fisheries Resource responsibilities, 
where possible the Management Councils will provide recommendations to the 
Joint Executive.   

h) The Management Councils will be informed by relevant Stakeholder engagement 
when addressing matters relating to Fisheries Resources that impact those groups. 

i) Upon request by any member, and by Consensus of the Management Council, 
discussions may take place on a without prejudice basis to encourage frank and 
open discussion. 

4. FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATION 

a) The Bio-regional Management Council will reach agreed-upon Annual Work Plans 
for itself and any additional committees or work groups. 

b) The Bio-regional Management Council will allocate the necessary funds to support 
the Annual Work Plans pursuant to multi-year funding and annual work planning. 

c) The Bio-regional Management Council will be assisted by GBIS in the scheduling of 
meetings, preparation and distribution of agendas, the keeping and distribution of 
meeting minutes and meeting venue arrangements in keeping with its Annual Work 
Plan. 

5. MEETINGS 

a) Meetings and teleconferences of the Bio-regional Management Counsel will be held 
pursuant to Annual Work Plans, but no less frequently than annually. 
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b) Face to face meetings of the Bio-regional Management Council will be held in a 
location determined by Consensus of the members of the Management Council. 
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Appendix F to Schedule A of the FRRA 
North Coast, Central Coast, and Haida Gwaii 

Technical Working Groups Terms of Reference 

Capitalized terms in this Appendix F are as defined in the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation 
Agreement (FRRA), including the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule (the 
“Schedule”) unless context indicates otherwise. 

1. PURPOSE 

a) The purpose of the Technical Working Groups is to transparently and collaboratively 
review, examine and assess a broad range of relevant data and information and 
provide to Management Councils the technical information, recommendations and 
options relevant to the Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources relating to a 
species or group of species, in accordance with Annual Work Plans. 

b) In support of a Technical Working Group’s purpose, its responsibilities include: 

i review on a species and/or stock specific basis data, assumptions and 
theories that were or will be used to assess existing or proposed fishing 
plans and harvest management decisions; 

ii review on a species and/or stock specific basis data, assumptions, and 
theories that were or will be used to assess existing or proposed habitat 
management and restoration initiatives; 

iii review on a species and/or stock specific basis data, assumptions, and 
theories that were or will be used to assess existing or proposed 
species/group enhancement initiatives; 

iv assessments and analyses, supported by Indigenous Knowledge and local 
ecological knowledge, to augment scientific, technical, and management 
information; 

v assessment of proposed fishing management actions as they relate to the 
objectives of the Parties; 

vi provide technical input to the design of data collection programs/projects to 
ensure that when implemented their product(s) can meet the 
program/project objectives; and 

vii as appropriate, collaboration with technical support staff and other 
knowledge holders of interested First Nations, including the Nations and 
their aggregate organizations, and stakeholders to better ensure the widest 
possible range of reliable data and information are included in its 
deliberations. 
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c) The Technical Working Groups will be guided in all of their work by Canada's 
Principles and the Guiding Principles. 

2. STRUCTURE AND MEMBERSHIP 

a) Each Technical Working Group will be comprised of representatives appointed by 
DFO and the Nations of the relevant Sub-region, and will not be populated by more 
than # total representatives at any one time. Representatives may vary on a 
meeting-by-meeting basis according to the species or group of species under 
discussion. 

b) Each Technical Working Group is to report to and work under the direction of the 
relevant Management Council. 

c) Each Technical Working Group will have two co-Chairs, one appointed by each of 
DFO and the  Nations and chosen from their appointed representatives pursuant to 
their internal appointment processes, who will each serve for a renewable term of 
<@> years and who will be responsible for: 

i forming one or more sub-committees that will examine a particular question 
or issue; 

ii in consultation with the Management Council, arranging for 
alternative/external technical assistance should the Technical Working 
Group lack the time, resources or expertise necessary to examine a 
particular question or issue; and 

iii other work provided to it by the Management Council from time to time. 

d) Each Technical Working Group will form and develop a Work Plan for one or more 
Science sub-committee to support the work under 1 1.b). Each Science sub-
committee will be comprised of representatives appointed by the Management 
Council. 

e) The technical experts and advisors to the Nations and their Sub-regional bodies, and 
to DFO, will be invited and encouraged to attend the meetings of the Technical 
Working Groups.  

3. REACHING CONSENSUS 

a) Each Technical Working Group will strive to provide the Management Council with 
technical information, recommendations and advice, supported by Consensus 
where attainable.  

b) The Technical Working Groups discuss and debate technical information and data on 
their own merits resulting in advice and recommendations, supported by Consensus 
where attainable, and detailing alternatives where Consensus cannot be reached.  
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These outputs will be forwarded to the relevant Management Council for timely 
consideration, direction and/or resolution.  

c) Data, information, assumptions, and theories that were or will be used to assess 
existing or proposed management plans will be considered “reviewed” only if 
agreed to by Consensus. 

d) Where time and resources for completing a review are insufficient, the detailed 
status of the review will be reported to the Management Council for further 
direction and the technical discussion will be considered ongoing. 

4. FUNDING AND ADMINISTRATION 

a) The Nations and their Sub-regional aggregate participation in the Technical Working 
Groups, including their co-Chair positions, will be funded pursuant to funding and 
annual work planning as set out in the Schedule. 

b) DFO’s participants on the Technical Working Groups, including their co-Chair 
positions, will be supported and funded by DFO, and will be provided adequate work 
time by DFO to fully participate on the Technical Working Groups. 

c) Sub-regional aggregates may provide communications and administrative support to 
the relevant Technical Working Group including information sharing, meeting 
notices, and venue arrangements as arranged with each of the Technical Working 
Group co-Chairs. 

d) Meeting venue costs will be funded pursuant to funding and annual work planning 
as set out in the Schedule. 

5. MEETINGS 

a) Meeting schedules, places, and type (in-person, Go-To, etc.) will take place in 
accordance with the Technical Working Group Annual Work Plans. 
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Appendix G to Schedule A of the FRRA 
SCALE OF Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance 

Guide for the appropriate Collaborative Governance level/ management scale1 for various fisheries 
and management issues.  
 

 
1 Nation = each of the Nations; SUB-REGIONAL = Central Coast, North Coast or Haida Gwaii, BIO-REGIONAL = 
Central Coast + North Coast + Haida Gwaii 

Issue NATION-DFO 
BILATERAL (may 
occur through 
processes distinct 
from the process 
set out in this 
Schedule). 

SUB-REGIONAL MGT. 
COUNCILS 

BIO-REGIONAL MGT. 
COUNCIL 

Science & data • On-water data 
collection 
(including 
biological 
sampling) and 
monitoring 

• Review and 
authorizations 
for data sharing 

• Identify 
relevant TEK & 
TUS which 
could inform 
management 

• Data sharing 
agreements 

•  

• Identify and review 
all existing 
information and 
science, including 
TEK and local context, 
available to inform 
fisheries 
management.   

• Integration of TEK & 
TUS into research 
priorities and 
management of 
fisheries 

• Confirm collaborative 
research objectives, 
identify data needs 
and information gaps, 
and where possible 
fill information gaps.  

• Coordination of 
science to support 
research objectives. 

• Coordination of 
technical support for 
data collection, 
storage, analysis and 
reporting.  

•  

• Science priorities between 
Sub-regions and 
coastwide 

• Data sharing agreement 
templates 

• Collaboration on 
international science 
assessment programs 
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Compliance, 
monitoring and 
enforcement 

• Compliance, 
monitoring and 
enforcement 
for all fisheries 

Coordination and 
planning of training, 
compliance, 
monitoring and 
enforcement  

• Manage exchange 
and flow of data and 
information 

• Protocols, standards, 
procedures, training and 
certification for 
compliance, monitoring 
and enforcement.  

Fishery policy   
 

• Collaboration on policy, 
regulation and strategic 
allocation initiatives 

Community Based Fisheries 
Reforms 

 
IFMP and 
Management Plans 
- development and 
implementation 

• Development of 
fishing plan for 
Community 
based fishery 

• Nation-level 
management 
objectives and 
measures to 
support FSC 
harvest 

• As required, 
coordination and 
collaboration of 
in-season 
management of 
fisheries 

 

For IFMPs or other 
relevant management 
Plans, development, for 
all fisheries, of:  

• management 
objectives (e.g. 
conservation, 
sufficient First 
Nation food, 
social and 
ceremonial 
access and needs) 
and evaluative 
criteria for 
assessing current 
and proposed 
management 
measures.  

• management 
measures that 
support the 
management 
objectives, 
including spatial 
and a-
spatial tools.  

• Incorporation of 
management 
objectives and 
measures (i.e. spatial 
and aspatial measures, 

• Consistency of 
management objectives; 

• Consideration of 
management measures 
and fishery policy issues 
that have impacts across 
Bio-region and between 
Sub-regions; (eg 
fleet/license distribution, 
harvest allocations, 
bycatch, 
overage/underage, 
rotational fishing rules, 
etc.) 

•  
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input and output 
controls, etc.) and 
Community Based 
Fishing Plans into IFMP 
process  

• Processes to support 
coordination and 
collaboration of in-
season management of 
fisheries  

FSC access and 
allocation  

• FSC 
access/allocation 
discussions 

• In-season fishery 
area monitoring 
and 
management 
actions. 

•   

Stakeholder 
engagement 

•  • Stakeholder 
engagement strategy 
development and 
implementation 

• Receipt and 
incorporation of 
stakeholder input into 
management plans 
(e.g. CBF plans, draft 
IFMPs) and response 
back to stakeholders 

• Coordination/efficiency of 
stakeholder engagement 

• International 
Fisheries 
Agreements 

 

•  •  • Nominations for 
International Fisheries 
Bodies 

• Coordinate participation, 
representation and input 
in International Fisheries 
Bodies and processes, 
including science and 
allocation 
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SCHEDULE B  
FISHERIES RESOURCES RECONCILIATION AGREEMENT  

COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES  

BACKGROUND  

In addition to the recitals set out in the Agreement, this Schedule will be informed by the 
following: 

A.  Transformative change requires measures that facilitate and improve each Nation’s access to 
Fisheries Resources within their Territories in order to support reconciliation.  The Parties intend 
that Community Based Fisheries will help to facilitate transformative change. 

1. DEFINITIONS 

Capitalized terms in this Schedule shall have the meaning set out in the Agreement, and for the 
purposes of this Schedule shall include the following:   

“Agreement” or the “FRRA” means the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation Agreement. 

“Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule” means Schedule A to the 
Agreement.   

“Community Based Fisheries” means one or more commercial fisheries collaboratively 
developed, governed and managed pursuant to the Agreement, including Schedule A and 
this Schedule B.   

“Community Based Fishing Plan” means one or more annual fishing plan proposed by a 
Nation for Community Based Fisheries for one or more Fisheries Resource and finalized 
pursuant to section 8.2(b) of the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.  

“Community Based Fisheries Outcomes” means the outcomes in the implementation of the 
Community Based Fisheries set out in section 2.1 of this Schedule. 

“Community Based Fishery Licence” means a licence using the terms and conditions 
collaboratively developed by the Parties and issued by DFO in accordance with section 7 of 
the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule. 

“Designated Landing Site” means one or more landing site used by a Nation for their 
Community Based Fisheries as described in section 5.6 of this Schedule. 

“Designated Vessel” means a vessel that is at least 50% owned by a Nation, a legal entity 
owned by or on behalf of a Nation, or at least 50% owned by one or more Member. 

“Harvest Permit” means the instrument used by a Nation to designate participants in a 
Community Based Fisheries. 
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“Indigenous Knowledge” means cultural, spiritual, social, environmental, ecological and 
economic information, which can be passed from one person to another, from generation 
to generation. Indigenous knowledge includes traditional and environmental knowledge, 
traditional marine, land and resource use and traditional practices. It is a resilient process of 
information that is transformed and adapted to current knowledge. Indigenous knowledge 
is living knowledge that is active and relevant in current decision-making as it is 
interconnected with responsibilities, protocol and respect. 

"Indigenous laws" means the legal traditions, laws, customs, and practices of a Nation.  

“IFMP” means a DFO Integrated Fisheries Management Plan that may apply to any one of 
the Fisheries Resources under this Schedule.  

“Member” means a member or citizen of a Nation, including a legal person, corporation, 
joint venture or partnership that is 100% owned by a Member or more than one Member. 

“Nations” means each of the Nations that are Parties to the Agreement. 

“Nation Owned Entity” means a legal person, including a corporation, society, joint venture 
or partnership that is owned by or on behalf of a Nation. 

“Sub-region” means each of the three sub-regions of the North Coast, Central Coast, and 
Haida Gwaii of the bio-Region, as generally illustrated in the map attached as Appendix B to 
the Agreement.  

“Tier 1” means processes between and among the Nations’ governments, which may 
involve other First Nation governments. 

“Tier 2” means processes between the Nations’ governments and the federal or provincial 
governments. 

2. COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES OUTCOMES 

(a) Community Based Fisheries Outcomes  

(i) For the purposes of implementing this Schedule, including to promote the 
conservation and protection of Fisheries Resources, and effect 
Transformative Change in the Nations' access, use and benefits from 
Fisheries Resources, the Parties will make best efforts to collaboratively 
achieve the following outcomes:  

(A) Well managed Community Based Fisheries within healthy marine 
ecosystems, that in response to climate change, and other potential 
challenges in the environment, are resilient over time and able to 
support sustainable human and environmental systems, including 
healthy sustainable economies; 
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(B) Small boat commercial fleets conducted and managed by each 
Nation that supports the well being of Members through increased 
Nation and Member vessel ownership, affordable access to fishing by 
Members, improved capacity for and opportunities by Members for 
food, social and ceremonial fishing, and the sustainable use, 
enjoyment, and stewardship of Fisheries Resources by each of the 
Nations and their Members;  

(C) Reforms are implemented as appropriate for specific Fisheries 
Resources. in a manner that supports re-vitalized sustainable 
commercial fisheries exercised by the Nations and their Members, 
and promotes flexibility so as to provide increased opportunities for 
fishing within each Nation’s preferred means; 

(D) Finalized Community-Based Fisheries Plans are implemented and 
where agreed in those Plans, Community Based Fisheries are 
designated differently from the coast wide commercial fishery, 
including where appropriate at different places and/or at different 
times; and 

(E) Generation of jobs and income from the commercial fishing industry 
for Members and  Nations using a graduated range of fishing vessel 
sizes and a capacity building system that promotes Members being 
the owner and operator of the Designated Vessels, maximizes the 
number of Members participating in the Community Based Fisheries 
as fishers, maximizes the benefits of the Community Based Fisheries 
staying in the community,  provides business, financing and training 
support, and supports a means of transitioning into the coast wide 
commercial fishery. 

3. COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

(a) Community Based Fisheries Goals and Objectives:    

The goals of the Community Based Fisheries are set out in section 11(b) of the FRRA, 
and include the following:  

(i) Re establish and invigorate each of the Nation’s small boat fleets including 
vessels owned and operated by a Nation or a Member as of the date of this 
Schedule; 

(ii) Support the well being of each of the Nations by encouraging vessel 
ownership, control, operation and participation by their Members in food, 
social and ceremonial fisheries and commercial fisheries; 
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(iii) Generate jobs and income for Members and Nations from commercial 
fisheries, including providing capacity building support to Nations and their 
Members; 

(iv) Enable Members to access, acquire and control commercial fishing vessels 
and vessel enterprises, and if desired, graduate to larger vessel sizes and the 
coast wide fishery;  

(v) Enable benefits of fisheries adjacent to Nations to flow to the Nations and 
their Members; 

(vi) Promote access, use and benefit of Fisheries Resources for the Nations and 
their Members; and 

(vii) Collaboratively support the application and enforcement of applicable laws, 
including the Nations’ Indigenous Laws, and the use of best information, 
including Indigenous Knowledge.  

4. PURPOSE AND INTERPRETATION 

(a) Purpose and Scope of this Schedule 

This Schedule is intended to:  

(i) inform the establishment and implementation of Community Based Fisheries 
in order to create, promote and support the Nations’ and their Members‘, 
access to, use of and benefit from Fisheries Resources;  

(ii) support the exercise of Indigenous Laws and Indigenous Knowledge as they 
relate to Community Based Fisheries; and 

(iii) contribute to the collaborative development and refinement of policies, 
processes, access, allocations, and operations to support the 
implementation of Community Based Fisheries under the Collaborative 
Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.  

5. COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES  

(a) Principles 

(i) In addition to those principles set out in section 4 of the Agreement, the 
Parties will promote the creation, adaptation, and implementation of 
Community Based Fisheries based on the following principles:  

(A) Conservation and sustainability Conservation and protection of the 
marine environment remains paramount, and the Community Based 
Fisheries will be informed by collaborative and sound science, 
traditional knowledge, local and/or regional limit reference points, 
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and the application of the Precautionary Approach.  Activities in the 
marine environment and use of marine resources will promote both 
the natural and human systems being healthy over time, and 
resilient in the face of climate change and other environmental 
changes;  

(B) Support for Food, Social, Ceremonial (FSC) fisheries: Food, social 
and ceremonial fisheries have top priority, after conservation, over 
all commercial fisheries, including Community Based Fisheries. It is 
envisioned that Community Based Fisheries will support improved 
access, monitoring and reporting of FSC fisheries for the Nations, 
while ensuring that FSC access and allocation remain the priority; 

(C) Accessible fishery information:  As appropriate to 
provide dependable, timely and accessible fishery 
information relative to the risk level associated with a Community 
Based Fishery, the Community Based Fishery will meet or beat 
Canada’s coast wide commercial fleet standards for public health 
and safety, and vessel and operator safety, and will be subject to 
monitoring, catch reporting and enforcement by the Nations and 
Canada, as required.  Risk levels associated with a Community Based 
Fishery will be reviewed at the local, sub-regional and regional level 
as appropriate;     

(D) Maximizing Members’ Participation:  Community Based Fisheries 
will be accessed and used by as many Members as possible/viable, 
who are the owners and operators of the Designated Vessels and the 
active fish harvesters on board; 

(E) Fish harvester viability:  Community Based Fisheries will be 
developed to support a range of access options to help facilitate 
viable business and fishing plans; 

(F) Collaboration and strong working relationships:  Community Based 
Fisheries will be built on a foundation of collaboration and strong 
working relationships at Tiers 1 and 2; 

(G) Distinct designation for the community based fleet:  Within the 
IFMP, or any other applicable pre season management plan 
developed collaboratively pursuant to the Collaborative Fisheries 
Resources Governance Schedule, each Nation’s small boat fleet will 
be a separate fishing fleet with a distinct designation;  

(H) (Obtaining Licences and Quota:  The Coastal Nations Fisheries 
Corporation (GP)  will obtain licences and quota for Community 
Based Fisheries as between willing parties, in accordance with DFO 
nomination and vessel replacement requirements, licence 
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retirement or relinquishment programs, or such other options 
developed by the Parties by agreement through the reviews 
conducted pursuant to the Collaborative Fisheries Resources 
Governance Schedule; 

(I) (Transparency:  Being built on a foundation of collaboration and 
strong working relationships, the Community Based Fishery will, 
where appropriate and consistent with information sharing 
agreements and protocols, and subject to applicable law, promote 
transparency around rules, processes and data to support Tier 1 and 
2 relationships and successful well managed fisheries; 

(J) Fair distribution of benefits:  Benefits from Community Based 
Fisheries are realized at all levels of the value chain and across 
multiple parties involved in the business throughout the chain.  The 
Community Based Fisheries will maximize benefits to the Nations 
and Members and will be designed as much as possible to promote a 
fair distribution of benefits and risks; 

(K) Maximum local benefit:  The Community Based Fisheries will be 
designed to promote benefits being realized in the Nations’ local 
communities, with the values accruing from the fishery flowing 
directly to the Nations and their Members, and the loss of this value 
to other parties being minimized.  Opportunities to increase these 
values through efforts to identify and put in practice best use of 
resources, and where possible, achieve higher value products and 
markets, will be pursued; and  

(L) Additional Principles:  Additional principles may be added as 
deemed appropriate by the Parties from time to time. 

(b) Location of Community Based Fisheries:  

(i) A Nation will identify in their Community Based Fishing Plans the location of 
a Community Based Fisheries within their Sub-region, including identifying 
relevant Tier 1 protocols or agreements, where applicable, and having any 
preliminary discussions with DFO that may help to streamline the planning 
and implementation of Community Based Fisheries. 

(ii) In the absence of Tier 1 protocols or agreements referred to in 5 (b) (i) of 
this Schedule, the location of a Community Based Fishery may trigger DFO’s 
obligation to consult with any Nation or non-signatory First Nations. Without 
limiting legal obligations, the Parties anticipate that when Tier 1 protocols or 
agreements are in place the consultation which may be required would be 
notice and confirmation that the proposed Community Based Fishery is 
consistent with the protocol or agreement.  
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(c) Eligibility for Harvest Permits 

(i) Each Nation will develop and apply eligibility criteria for recipients of Harvest 
Permits, which criteria will be clearly communicated to its Members. 
Amongst other things, the eligibility criteria will include: 

(A) condition of vessel and appropriateness of vessel for proposed 
fishery; 

(B) fish harvester is a Member; 

(C) Designated Vessels must identify the vessel master (operator), and 
that vessel master is a Member who has been permitted to fish in 
that fishery; 

(D) fishery specific skill and ability of harvester, experience/sea time; 

(E) up to date certifications required to meet applicable regulatory 
requirements; 

(F) proof of ownership of vessel by a Nation, a Nation Owned Entity, or 
one or more Member, or, in the case of sections 5 (d) (i) (B) or (C) of 
this Schedule  minimum of 50% ownership in the vessel by the 
Nation or one or more Member, including any joint venture 
agreement or business arrangement that is relevant to the 
designated vessel; 

(G) viable business plan; and 

(H) record in good standing of Member substantively meeting eligibility 
requirements and catching quota or allocation (and not prohibited 
from commercial fishing under the Fisheries Act). 

(ii) Where used, Community Fishing Enterprises may play an active support role 
to improve readiness of Members to participate in the Community Based 
Fisheries.  This may include business plan support, training and certification, 
vessel and gear acquisition, financing, and aftercare.  

(d) Vessel size  

(i) Vessels authorized by a Nation to participate in a Community Based Fishery 
must meet one of the following criteria:  

(A) Any vessel no greater than 40 feet in length, and 100% owned by a 
Nation, a Nation Owned Entity or one or more Member;  

(B) At the option of and on conditions set by a Nation, and provided it 
supports its Members participating in the Community Based 
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Fisheries, a vessel no greater than 40 feet in length and not less than 
50% owned by a Nation, a Nation Owned Entity or one or more 
Member; 

(C) At the option of and on conditions set by a Nation, and provided it 
supports the Community Based Fisheries Objectives, a vessel larger 
than 40 feet in length that as of the date of execution of the 
Agreement  is not less than 50% owned by a Nation, a Nation Owned 
Entity, or one or more Member; and 

(D) Up to two vessels over 40 feet in length which at time during the 
term of the Agreement are owned by a Nation or a Nation Owned 
Entity, and for the Council of Haida Nation up to 4 such vessels, may 
be used in Community Based Fisheries, if they are also used to 
support training purposes for Community Based Fisheries. 

(ii) Vessels that are not owned 100% by one or more Member, a Nation or a 
Nation Owned Entity will not qualify for the Community Based Fisheries 
loans for the vessels and gear, unless such loan will assist one or more 
Members or a Nation, or a Nation Owned Entity, to acquire full ownership of 
a vessel.   

(iii) Vessels not owned 100% by one or more Member, a Nation or a Nation 
Owned Entity may be required to pay additional fees for access to the 
Community Based Fisheries. 

(iv) If a licence obtained by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership has 
a vessel size restriction that differs from section 5 (d) (i) (A), (B),(C) or (D) of 
this Schedule, and that licence (or a portion of it) is to be converted to a 
Community Based Fishery Licence, the Parties will discuss, and where agreed 
upon, develop and implement licence reforms required for that specific 
Fisheries Resource or location, fishery and the Community Based Fisheries 
(eg. ribbon boundaries).   

(v) For greater certainty, nothing in the Agreement prevents vessel owners from 
qualifying for licence variance provisions under the Fisheries Act, including 
regulations. 

6. COMMUNITY BASED FISHERIES REFORMS  

In aid of the work identified in sections 7 (d) and (e) and sections 8.2 (a), (b) and (c) of the 
Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, the Parties will consider 
collaborative reforms (policy, licence or regulatory) to facilitate the creation, adaptation, 
and implementation of the Community Based Fisheries, including the following: 

(a) Fleet size 
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(i) Unlike the coast wide commercial fishery where entry is limited by set 
licence numbers, the number of vessels in each Nation’s fleet will be 
determined annually by that Nation based on a number of criteria including: 

(A) estimated number and viability of eligible harvesters; 

(B) volume and type of traps or quota available to the Nation; and 

(C) maximizing goals and outcomes of Community Based Fisheries.  

(b) Monitoring and Reporting 

(i) The Parties will assess the monitoring system for the coast wide fishery and 
where appropriate develop a modified monitoring and reporting system 
appropriate for each Fisheries Resource in a Community Based Fisheries in 
consideration of fishery risks associated with fleet size, vessel size and gear 
type, targeted to provide: 

(A) fishing activity monitoring (gear marking, time and location);  

(B) catch monitoring and biological sampling (landings and releases of 
target species, bycatch and discards of non-target species); 

(C) timely catch reporting and data management; 

(D) traceability, accountability and quality control; 

(E) practicality and affordability for the fishery and fishers; and 

(F) clarity on responsibilities for costs associated with monitoring, 
including log book fees, validation, or other monitoring fees payable 
to service providers, if any. 

(ii) Each Nation will identify the location of at least one site (shore or vessel) as 
the Designated Landing Site for their Community Based Fisheries, and 
include in all Harvest Permits the mandatory requirement to land all catch 
and by-catch to that Designated Landing Site. Landing sites will be identified 
within each Nation’s annual fishing plan as well as the IFMP. Considerations 
in site selection of Designated Landing Sites will include: 

(A) proximity to fishing grounds; 

(B) proximity to, and applicable standards/certifications, including 
applicable CFIA requirements, of the market, buyer, processor, and 
distributer; 

(C) safe infrastructure for docking and offloading fish; 
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(D) accessibility for monitoring requirements e.g. dockside or vessel 
validators; and 

(E) availability of appropriate communication (e.g. in range of 3G, wifi, 
or satellite networks). 

(iii) Each Nation will be responsible for all required data collection and proper 
storage of data from their Community Based Fisheries. The Parties will 
develop the required data sharing agreements to provide for sharing of data 
and information within agreed upon timelines and fishery reporting 
standards. 

(iv) The Nations will develop a fish slip system of recording commercial sales of 
catch from Community Based Fisheries to ensure traceability and 
accountability and any recording required for food social and ceremonial fish 
caught when dual fishing has been permitted.  

(c) Compliance and Enforcement 

(i) In the application of any reforms (policy, regulatory, licencing and 
conditions), the Nations and DFO will develop protocols and enforcement 
plans to ensure that Community Based Fisheries adhere to compliance and 
enforcement standards and requirements, provide clear commitments on 
the evolving roles and responsibilities of the Nations and DFO, and promote 
such things as education, transparency, self-regulation and accountability. 

(d) Trap/quota splitting - for all communal licences associated with quotas/traps 

(i) In conjunction with Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, Nations will issue Harvest Permits to further 
divide quota or traps amongst eligible harvesters in the Community Based 
Fishery. 

(e) In-season transfers 

(i) In conjunction with the Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, Nations will issue Harvest Permits to permit and 
establish conditions (for example prior notice to the Nation) for in-season 
opportunities and mechanisms to transfer traps or quota from one eligible 
Member and Designated Vessel to another eligible Member and Designated 
Vessel from the same Nation.   

(ii) In season transfers for Community Based Fisheries between the Nations, 
require advance agreement of those Nations, DFO, and the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership, as appropriate, including any applicable 
licence amendment to one or more Community Based Fishery Licence.  
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(iii) Where possible, a process that provides a Nation with the option of 
transferring in season quota allocated by a Community Based Fishery Licence 
back to a communal commercial licence held by the Coastal Nations 
Fisheries Limited Partnership or on or behalf of that Nation and, in either 
situation, fished within the coastwide commercial fishery.  

(f) Bycatch  

(i) In conjunction with the Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, including considerations specific to a Sub-region, 
a Nation may issue Harvest Permits to allow fishers to retain by-catch for 
Food Social and Ceremonial purposes, except those species, sex or sizes that 
are fully closed for retention due to conservation concerns by that Nation or 
pursuant to the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.  

(ii) In conjunction with the Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, a Nation may issue Harvest Permits to allow 
Harvesters to sell by-catch when such sale is consistent with the terms of the 
communal commercial licence held by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited 
Partnership that is relied upon for that Community Based Fisheries.     

(g) Dual fishing (Community Based and Food Social Ceremonial Fishing) 

(i) Where the Parties have determined that dual fishing may be permitted for a 
Fisheries Resource in a Community Based Fisheries, each Nation will 
determine whether acceptable for their Community Based Fisheries and if so 
the eligibility and conditions for fishing for both Community Based Fisheries 
and Food, Social and Ceremonial purposes, including, for example, any 
specific or additional monitoring conditions and/or changes to the fishing 
area, and then set those out in any proposed Community Based Fishing Plan. 

(ii) In conjunction with the Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed and in a manner consistent with a Community 
Based Fishing Plan , a Nation, a Nation owned legal entity, a Member and 
associated Designated Vessel may on the conditions set out in any Harvest 
Permit concurrently fish for food, social and ceremonial purposes and in a 
Community Based Fisheries.  

(iii) When conducted pursuant to a Community Based Fishery Licence 
collaboratively developed and the Harvest Permit for a Community Based 
Fishery, all commercial and Food Social and Ceremonial catch must be 
counted and landed at the Designated Landing Site for that Fishery.  

(h) Concurrent fishing (Community Based and coast wide commercial fishing) 

(i) While DFO has advised of management and enforcement challenges, the 
Nations may pursue developing a proposal for DFO’s consideration that 
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provides where possible, the circumstances under which a Nation may issue 
a harvest permit to a Member that allows that Member to concurrently 
harvest pursuant to a Community Based Fishery Licence and a licence fished 
within the coastwide commercial fishery.   

(i) Dive Fisheries 

(i) Dive fisheries, including geoduck, sea cucumber and red sea urchin, that are 
managed utilizing quota management areas may be modified for the 
Community Based Fisheries to allow a Nation to harvest its available quota 
each year.  

(ii) A Nation, working collaboratively with DFO, will identify preferred locations 
for the harvest of dive fisheries within quota management areas as part of 
pre-season planning and the development of Community Based Fishery 
Plans and in conjunction with Community Based Fisheries licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, through a Harvest Permit may permit harvest at 
those locations.  Community Based Fishing Plans may include locations 
where only a Nation will harvest in dive fisheries when the Nation and DFO 
have reached agreement on this plan during preseason planning. 

(j) Fishing Seasons and Times  

(i) In conjunction with Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed and in a manner consistent with Community 
Based Fishing Plans, the Nations may set seasons and opening times that are 
different than the coast wide commercial fishery, including considerations 
specific to a Sub-region.  

(k) Certification  

(i) The Nations and DFO will seek to collaboratively work with Transport 
Canada and WCB to develop alternative approaches to certification that 
promotes and enables Members and/or Designated Vessels to participate in 
the Community Based Fisheries while addressing safety standards. 

(l) Fishing Gear Type and size of Gear (preferred means) 

(i) In conjunction with a Community Based Fishery Licence conditions 
collaboratively developed, including considerations specific to a Sub-region, 
the Nations may utilize a different gear type and or size of gear than the 
coast wide commercial fishery provided it does not cause any damage to 
fisheries habitat or create any other conservation impacts to the target or 
other incidental species captured.  

(m) Fishing Activity Monitoring 
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(i) Where agreed by the Parties pursuant to the Collaborative Fisheries 
Resources Governance Schedule in a manner consistent with the finalized 
Community Based Fishing Plan, the Nations may utilize a different system for 
fishery activity reporting (eg. hail in/out), from what is utilized in the coast 
wide commercial fishery, provided it is consistent with agreed upon fishery 
data reporting standards. 

(ii) Where agreed by the Parties pursuant to the Collaborative Fisheries 
Resources Governance Schedule in a manner consistent with the finalized 
Community Based Fishing Plan the Nations may utilize different vessel and 
gear marking systems from that in the coast wide commercial fishery, 
provided they are used consistently by all of the Nations , provide 
appropriate identification and tracking of gear, and do not impair 
enforcement. 

7. CAPACITY ARRANGEMENTS FOR VESSELS AND GEAR 

(i) The Parties acknowledge that pursuant to the funds received by the Trust to 
facilitate the Agreement, the Nations will establish and implement a robust 
fair process for the issuance of grants and forgivable loans to the Nations or 
their Members to support access to vessels and gear for the Community 
Based Fisheries.  The Parties agree that up to 40% will be the maximum 
forgivable portion of any loan to the Nations or Members for such vessels or 
gear.  

(ii) The Parties acknowledge that the purpose of such grants and forgivable 
loans are to facilitate vessel and gear ownership by the Nations and their 
Members, including fair arrangements for repayment on default of any 
terms and conditions of such grants and forgivable loans. 
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	(h) The Parties will pursue productive ways to engage other First Nations and stakeholders so as to enhance processes and other engagement mechanisms for collaborative governance and management of Fisheries Resources.

	9. Economic Opportunities: Coastal Nations Fisheries Trust (2021)
	(a) The Nations agree to make best efforts to finalize, and subject to confirmation by Canada of the appropriation of funds, confirm by resolutions the establishment of the Trust on or before August 30, 2021 that, among other things, includes the term...
	(b) The beneficiaries of the Trust will be the Nations, and any other First Nation beneficiary agreed to by the Nations on terms and conditions set out in the Trust Indenture.
	(c) The Nations may create and use a charitable foundation or other legal entity as a beneficiary of the Trust to assist in the implementation of the Trust and this Agreement.
	(d) The funds provided by Canada to the Trust are intended to support each of the Nations’ participation in the Community Based Fisheries and Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including obtaining, relinquishment, sale, management and use of fishing li...
	(e) Any income of the Trust on the capital provided to the Trust by Canada pursuant to section 16(b)(i) may be used to support each of the Nations’ participation in the governance and management of Fisheries Resources, the Community Based Fisheries an...
	(f) In a manner consistent with this Agreement and the Trust Indenture, the Trust will be used to support the Nations, individually and collectively:
	(i) in the governance, management, conservation, protection, restoration and stewardship of the Fisheries Resources, including the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule;
	(ii) in the Community Based Fisheries and the Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including those objectives set out in sections 9 (d), and 9 (e); and
	(iii) all required operations, management and administrative support.

	(g) The Nations agree to establish the Trust, and unless otherwise agreed by the Parties include in the Trust Indenture the following terms:
	(i) during the Term of this Agreement or the life of the Trust (which ever is shorter) all of the property of the Trust dispensed by the Trustees pursuant to the Trust Indenture will be used by the beneficiaries of the Trust for pursuing the Trust Obj...
	(ii) no property of the Trust shall be distributed as direct payments to members of the Nations or otherwise expended for per capita distributions other than expenditures made for programs, training, scholarships, bursaries, or other similar initiativ...
	(iii) a qualified investment manager shall be engaged by the Trustees and the property of the Trust shall be invested in accordance with the investment policy to be established, maintained and replaced from time-to-time, all as contemplated by the Tru...
	(iv) a qualified auditor is to be engaged by the Trustees and annual audits of the Trust and the use of funds distributed to beneficiaries from the Trust are to be completed each year, all as contemplated by the Trust Indenture.

	(h) The Nations will use reasonable efforts at all times after the settlement of the Trust to ensure that the terms and conditions of the Trust, and any permitted successor Trusts or entities, include in all material respects the same as the Agreed Tr...
	(i) The Trust Indenture will provide for:
	(i) an annual process for the submission, review and dispersal of monies to and from the Trust for financial support of Trust Objectives; and
	(ii) audited annual financial statements of the Trust will be provided to each of the Nations, as beneficiaries.

	(j) Each of the Nations will use or cause to be used any distributions, investments or other payments received by them or paid on their behalf from the Trust in a manner consistent with the Trust Indenture.
	(k) Subject to the Nations establishing the Trust as described in section 9(a) and subject to the final appropriation of funds by Parliament and Canada’s funding policies, directives and processes, including any required approvals by the Treasury Boar...
	(l) The Nations confirm that the Trust Indenture provides for:
	(i) Canada receiving not less than 60 days written notice of any proposed amendments to the terms of the Trust; and
	(ii) no amendments to the Agreed Trust Terms during the life of the Trust or Term of this Agreement, whichever is shorter.

	(m) Neither Canada nor GBIS will have any liability whatsoever to the Nations or any member of the Nations for:
	(i) the settlement or performance of the Trust;
	(ii) the selection, appointment or activities of any of the Trustees, investment managers or any other person involved in the receipt, investment, allocation, distribution or reporting of the monies from the Trust; or
	(iii) the use to which monies from the Trust are put to (except if GBIS received money from the Trust) or reporting in respect thereto.

	(n) The Parties agree that any fees, costs or expenses related to or in connection with the settlement and continued operation of the Trust, including those of the Trustees as well as any investment managers or auditors, may be paid, from time to time...

	10. Economic Opportunities:
	(a) One objective of this Agreement is to create and facilitate increased access of the Nations to the Community Based Fisheries and the Commercial Fishing Opportunities (the “Economic Opportunities”).
	(b) In order to achieve these Economic Opportunities, the Parties agree that monies appropriated by Canada and settled in the Trust pursuant to section 16(b)(i) will be used in the manner described in section 9(d).
	(c) In order to support these Economic Opportunities, the Nations also commit to use the income of the Trust on the monies paid by Canada to the Trust for the Economic Opportunities, and the profits of the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnershi...
	(d) In order to achieve these Economic Opportunities , the Parties agree to use best efforts to advance and implement reforms to Canada’s existing policy frameworks for the licensing, regulation, access and management of fisheries to facilitate the Co...

	11. Economic Opportunities: Community Based Fishery
	(a) The Parties agree to promote and support the development and implementation of Community Based Fisheries within the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii for the use and benefit of each of the Nations.
	(b) The goals of the Community Based Fisheries are:
	(i) to support the well-being of each Nation by encouraging fishing vessel ownership and participation in commercial and food, social and ceremonial fisheries under conditions that support successful, affordable access to commercial fishing opportunit...
	(ii) the generation of employment, contracting and other jobs and income for the Nations, and the members of the Nations, from commercial fishing in the North and Central Coasts and Haida Gwaii using a graduated range of fishing vessel sizes and capac...
	(iii) the use of an incremental approach to commercial fishing that provides the Nations, and the members of the Nations, with opportunities through the Community Based Fisheries to run successful fishing operations that may support a transition from ...

	(c) The Parties agree to the Community Based Fisheries Schedule, attached as Schedule B to this Agreement, which includes the regulatory and policy framework that supports the Community Based Fisheries. The Community Based Fisheries Schedule will incl...
	(d) The Community Based Fisheries is generally described in sections 11(a), (b) and (c) and in Schedule B, and includes provisions for:
	(i) access by the Nations to a maximum of 33.3 % share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for the fishing licences and fishing quotas, which licences and quotas will be held by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership;
	(ii) access by the Nations to a maximum 60% share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing vessels and gear, which vessels and gear will be implemented by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; and
	(iii) the use of designations issued by a Nation for preferred means of fishing its Community Based Fisheries, that may include conditions related to:
	(A) maximum quota;
	(B) acceptable gear;
	(C) fishing area by species;
	(D) catch monitoring and reporting;
	(E) dual Fishing conditions;
	(F) time frames per species; and
	(G) designated landing sites.

	(iv) Any other conditions or restrictions required for conservation and management of the fishery; and
	(v) Operates in accordance with agreed upon principles.

	(e) Contemporaneously with the settlement of the Trust, the Nations will provide to the Trust a Direction to Pay that confirms each Nation’s direction that:
	(i) a maximum of 33.3% of all capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing licences and fishing quotas;
	(ii) a maximum of 60% share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing vessels and gear; and
	(iii) income on the aggregate capital set out in section 11 (e)(i) and (ii), during the Term of this Agreement or the life of the Trust (which ever is shorter)


	12. Economic Opportunities: Commercial Fishing Opportunities
	(a) The Parties agree to promote and support the development and implementation of Commercial Fishing Opportunities for the use and benefit of the Nations.
	(b) As described below, it is intended that this Agreement, including the settlement and implementation of the Trust and the creation and operation of the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership, will achieve significant and incremental access t...
	(c) Each of the Nations covenant and agree to establish the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership as the corporate vehicle to amongst other things pursue the Trust Objectives.
	(d) Amongst other purposes and responsibilities, the Nations each covenant and agree that the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership will have the following purposes and responsibilities:
	(i) implementation and management of Commercial Fishing Opportunities realized for the Nations from this Agreement and the Trust;
	(ii) establishment of a Board of Directors of its general partner with the requisite skills and accountability;
	(iii) require the general partner to develop, refine and implement strategic plans for the Commercial Fishing Opportunities, including acquisitions and investments, which plan will be provided to the Trust;
	(iv) require the general partner to prepare, finalize and administer annual budgets in a manner consistent with strategic plans, including business administration and operations, which will be provided to the Trust;
	(v) obtain and administer fishing licences and purchase, hold, sell and lease fishing assets, including such things as fishing quota, vessels and equipment;
	(vi) development of processes and engagements related to Community Based Fisheries, including liaising with the Commercial Fishing Enterprises regarding business opportunities, licences, leases, quota and other requests in support of the Community Bas...
	(vii) administer monies received from the Trust consistent with the Directions to Pay; and
	(viii) forward or cause to be forwarded the Stewardship Payments as directed by the Nations and pursuant to this Agreement, including to GBIS, the Sub-regional Management Councils or the Nations.

	(e) The Commercial Fishing Opportunities provided pursuant to this Agreement will:
	(i) rely on the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership as the corporate vehicle to facilitate commercial fishing by the Nations and their members pursuant to this Agreement and the Trust;
	(ii) rely on the obtaining of fishing licences and quotas by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership from time to time during the Term of this Agreement, through the voluntary relinquishment of licences and quotas for agreed upon considerati...
	(iii) rely on:
	(A) a minimum of a 66.7% share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for the licences and quotas, which licences and quotas will be held by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership;
	(B) a minimum of a 40% share of the capital provided by Canada to the Trust for fishing vessels and gear, which vessels and gear will be implemented by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; and
	(C) income on the aggregate capital set out in sections 12 (e) 11(e)(i) and 11(e)(ii).

	(iv) after the payment of the annual Stewardship Payment, and in the manner set out in the Directions to Pay, rely on the profits generated by the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership being reinvested in the Trust or the Coastal Nations Limit...
	(v) rely upon the Parties efforts to support policy reforms as detailed in section 10(d) above.

	(f) Contemporaneously with the settlement of the Trust, the Nations will provide to the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership an irrevocable Direction to Pay. In addition to that set out in section 8(d), such Direction to Pay wil...
	(g) The Nations will, as required, use the associated business development team and other business planning services offered by the Commercial Fishing Enterprises of PICFI and will continue to be eligible for PICFI administrative funds for a minimum o...

	13. Dispute Resolution
	(a) The Parties agree and acknowledge that unaddressed and unresolved issues or disputes arising under this Agreement will harm the goals of reconciliation and respect that are foundational to the implementation of this Agreement. Wherever possible th...
	(b) Failing resolution through the efforts set out in section 13 (a), the Steering Committee will use the assistance of the Executive Committee to assist in the timely resolution of disputes arising under this Agreement.
	(c) The Steering Committee or the Executive Committee may from time to time agree to use the assistance of external advisors or facilitators, mediators or other dispute resolution experts or processes. This option could include cultural appropriate me...

	14. Treaty and other Agreements
	(a) Where a Nation and Canada enters into negotiations of a Treaty, treaty arrangement, or other agreement related to the commercial component of Fisheries Resources, the benefits, risks and opportunities obtained by or on behalf of that Nation under ...
	(b) Any Nation may stay in this Agreement, including the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership, and enter into a Treaty, treaty arrangements or other agreement with Canada related to Fisheries Resources. That Treaty, treaty arran...
	(c) Any Nation who obtains a Court declaration of aboriginal title or right to fish, that includes a commercial component to Fisheries Resources, or ratifies a Treaty, treaty arrangement or other agreement with Canada related to the commercial compone...
	(d) In the event a Nation elects the termination under section 14(c) , the Nations agree that Canada may serve a Demand for Payment on the Trust or Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership in the amount which is the lesser of:
	(i) the amount nominally allocated by the Nations for the departing Nation from the monies paid by Canada to the Trust as described in section 16 (b) (i); or
	(ii) the amount provided to the departing Nation in the Treaty, treaty arrangement or agreement for obtaining commercial leases, licences, quotas, vessels, or gear.

	(e) Upon receipt of the Demand for Payment pursuant to section 14(d), the Nations will authorize and direct the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership and the trustees of the Trust to negotiate in good faith with Canada the terms and conditions...
	(i) the transfer of commercial leases, licences, quotas, vessels, or gear held on behalf of that Nation’s Community Based Fishery; and
	(ii) if required, the payment of monies to or on behalf of Canada from the Limited Partnership or the Trust, as appropriate.

	(f) For greater certainty, the election under section 14 (c) does not prevent a Nation from continuing to participate as a Party to the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule.
	(g) The Parties acknowledge that if Canada and another First Nation have entered into a treaty or land claims agreement within the meaning of section 35 of the Constitution Act, 1982, or other agreement or constructive arrangement as referred to in Pr...

	15. Term and Termination
	(a) This Agreement comes into effect upon its execution by all Parties and unless otherwise agreed by the Parties, remains in place until July 30, 2041  (the “Term”). Once the Term of this Agreement has expired, the Nations may dissolve the Trust and ...
	(b) Notwithstanding section 14(c) any Nation may, by resolution of its Chief and Council or other governing authority, terminate its participation in this Agreement by giving one year notice in writing to all Parties. On or before serving such written...
	(c) Upon receipt of a notice pursuant to section 15(b), all Parties will use at least the first 6 months to understand the concerns raised by that Nation, gather any necessary information, and make best efforts to resolve the concerns or disputes.
	(d) A termination under section 14(c) or section 15 (b) will include that Nation’s voluntary withdrawal or cancelation of all Economic Opportunities held by or on behalf of the Nation or its corporate entities under this Agreement, the Trust or the Co...
	(i) return of any leases, licences, or quotas issued in support of the Community Based Fishery and the Commercial Fishing Opportunities;
	(ii) cancellation of all existing and future benefits under the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership; and
	(iii) repayment of any outstanding loans or unused grants issued to that Nation or its corporate entities pursuant to the Economic Opportunities.

	(e) At any time prior to the settlement of the Trust and the payment of monies into the Trust by Canada pursuant to section 16(b)(i), any Nation may, by resolution of its Chief and Council or other governing authority, terminate its participation in t...
	(f) Canada may terminate this Agreement by providing one year advance written notice to the other Parties, setting out the reasons for the termination and the date on which the termination takes effect. On serving such written notice, DFO will provide...
	(g) For greater certainty, termination of this Agreement by Canada pursuant to section 15(f) after the settlement of the Trust and the payment of monies into the Trust by Canada pursuant to section 16(b)(i) does not terminate the Trust and cannot requ...

	16. Resourcing and Financial Commitments
	(a) Canada is committed to funding the Nations in support of this Agreement. Canada's commitment regarding funding is conditional on and subject to the required appropriation of funds by Parliament and Canada's funding policies, directives and process...
	(b) Subject to section 16(a), Canada is committed to make:
	(i) a full payment to the Trust on behalf of the Nations and will make the payment as soon as possible and no later then sixty (60) days after the date of execution of this Agreement.   Canada’s lump sum payment is due once the Nations have establishe...
	(ii) for a minimum of ten years, an annual payment to the Trust or the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership as directed by the Nations for the management and administration of the Community Based Fishery and the Commercial Fishing Opportuniti...
	(iii) an annual payment for the collaborative governance and management of Fisheries Resources once the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule has been completed and ratified.

	(c) In the manner described in Schedule A, the Nations commit to contributing towards the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule through the Stewardship Payment.
	(d) Once Canada has made the payment described in section 16(b)(i), the Nations have committed to contributing it towards the Economic Opportunities, including the Trust and the Coastal Nations Fisheries Limited Partnership in the manner set out in th...
	(e) As may be required, the Parties will negotiate resourcing for GBIS to participate in the implementation of this Agreement and the Schedules.

	17. Review
	(a) In coordination with the review completed pursuant to section 11.1 of the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule, the Steering Committee will complete and provide to each Party a review of the implementation of this Agreement in the...
	(b) Prior to the 2nd review of the Steering Committee pursuant to section 17 (a), the Steering Committee will set the terms of reference and oversee an independent third party review of the implementation of this Agreement, which will include at a min...
	(c) As part of the reviews referred to in section 17(a) and (b), the Parties will review the pace and content of obtaining of licences pursuant to this Agreement in order to determine whether the objectives of the Economic Opportunities are being achi...
	(d) Prior to the expiration of the Term of this Agreement, the Parties will discuss renewal of the Agreement and the continuance of arrangements for Collaborative Governance of Fisheries Resources and Community Based Fisheries.

	18. General Provisions
	(a) Replacement of Framework Agreement. This Agreement replaces the Reconciliation Framework Agreement for Fisheries Resources and replaces the Fisheries Resources Reconciliation Agreement dated for reference July 26, 2019 .
	(b) Eligibility for Programs and Services. Unless inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement, any Nation and its members may participate in any funding, program, initiative, or arrangement offered by Canada for which the Nation or its members may b...
	(c) Addition of other First Nation. Other First Nations may become a Party to this Agreement if:
	(i) the First Nations (a “new Party”) are seeking to participate in the objectives and terms of the Agreement as described herein, the Trust, the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership, the Collaborative Fisheries Resources Governance Schedule...
	(ii) all Parties provide written consent to the adding of the new Party to this Agreement, and the new Party agrees to the terms and conditions outlined in this Agreement, the Trust, the Coastal Nations Fisheries  Limited Partnership, the Collaborativ...
	(iii) the new Party signs this Agreement.

	(d) Notices. Except as otherwise provided in this Agreement, any notice, direction, demand, request or document required or permitted to be given by any Party to any other Party under this Agreement will be in writing and deemed to have been sufficien...
	(i) Gitxaala Nation - 11 Ocean Drive, Kitkatla, BC PO Box 149, V0V 1C0
	(ii) Metlakatla First Nation - PO Box 459, Prince Rupert, BC V8J 3R2
	(iii) Gitga’at First Nation -General Delivery, 445 Hayimiisaxaa Way, Hartley Bay, BC V0V 1A0
	(iv) Haida Gwaii - #1 Reservoir Road, PO Box 98, Skidegate, BC V0T 1S1
	(v) Kitasoo First Nation - General Delivery, Klemtu, BC V0T 1L0
	(vi) Heiltsuk Nation - PO Box 880, Bella Bella, BC V0T 1Z0
	(vii) Nuxalk Nation - PO Box 65, Bella Coola, BC V0T 1C0
	(viii) Wuikinuxv Nation - Wuikinuxv Village Rivers Inlet, PO Box 3500, Port Hardy, BC V0N 2P0
	(ix) Great Bear Initiative Society - Suite 1660 - 409 Granville Street, Vancouver, BC V6C 1T2
	(x) Fisheries and Oceans Canada - 200 Kent St – Station 15N100, Ottawa, ON K1A 0E6

	(e) General Sharing of Information. The Parties agree, subject to any confidentiality obligations to third parties or any security concerns to provide to the other Parties such information reasonably requested by the other Parties as may be necessary ...
	(f) Amendments. The only amendments to this Agreement which are binding on the Parties are written amendments signed by all Parties.
	(g) Further Assurances. Each Party will execute and deliver further documents and assurances as may be necessary to properly carry out this Agreement.
	(h) Waiver. No provision of this Agreement may be waived by a Party except by written notice to the other Parties and any waiver of a provision is:
	(i) valid only in respect of the specific instance to which it relates and is not a continuing waiver; and
	(ii) is not a waiver of any other provision.

	(i) Time. Time will be of the essence of this Agreement.
	(j) Counterparts. This Agreement may be signed in one or more counterparts, each counterpart may be transmitted by courier, hand or email and each will constitute an original instrument and such counterparts, taken together, will constitute one and th...
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